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SECTION 1

PRODUCTION

The TEKTRONIX TM 500 line of modular instrumentation offers a

new approach to electronic tests and measurements. In the past,
monolithic signal sources such as function generators, sine-wave
oscillators, pulse generators, ramp generators, and dc power
supplies were often interconnected to DMMs, digital counters, and
oscilloscopes for accurate electrical set-ups or measurements of
frequency, period, pulse width, rise and fall times, ac-dc currents,
and voltages. The front panel interconnections between these
monolithic instruments can often become a rat's nest maze of wires
and cables obscuring one's view of displays and convenient operation
of front panel controls.

The promise of a better way is here today in the rear interconnecting
interface system of TM 500 modular instrumentation. No one except
TEKTRONIX offers such an easy-to-interconnect-and-use system.

In almost all TM 500 plug-in instruments, a duplication of front panel
input and output connections appears on the plug-ins' rear edge
circuit board connector. Since each plug-in connector is located
inside the power mainframe on a common rear interface circuit board,
plug-ins can be interfaced to "talk to" one another by way of inter-
connecting wires and cables easily installed by the user. SEE
FIGURE 1-1. The number of possible interfacing schemes is only
limited by the imagination. For example, the DM 502 DMM input
terminals can be rear interconnected to an alongside PS 503A power
supply for accurately setting power supply voltages. The DMM is not
permanently slave-connected to the power supply because a special
INT-EXT front panel switch can be pressed; thereby returning the
DMM to external full function capability. The operation of external
circuits under test can now be measured by the use of standard probes
or external wire connections. Another similar example could include
interfacing the DC 505A universal counter-timer's dc trigger level
output to the DMM for setting up the counter's channel A and B LEVEL
controls. Accurate time measurements can now be made by setting the
LEVEL control to DMM-displayed dc voltages representing 10 to 90%
amplitude points for rise times and 50% amplitude points for pulse
widths. The list can go on and on. However, sooner or later one
gets around to asking the question, "How do I connect these instru-
ments together to form my own viable instrument package?" This rear
interface manual will suggest some ideas on interconnected systems
and provide readily-accessible reference data so that you can easily
design your own special purpose test set.

The APPLICATIONS INDEX describes some of the already-in-use interconnect
application ideas. The section on BACKGROUND INFORMATION presents ways
to obtain the most useful interface scheme. The MODULE DATA section
provides signal input and output pin numbers for all TM 500 plug- ins.
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A TM 506 Option 2 mainframe interfaced by the use of special

square pin connectors and cables.

FIGURE 1-1
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By the way, if you have a new way to interconnect TM 500 not
presently illustrated, just drop us a pencil sketch and a

sentence describing your unique idea. Information should be
addressed as follows:

TEKTRONIX, INC.

P. 0. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97077

TM 500 Marketing
M/S 39-185
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SECTION 2

APPLICATIONS INDEX AND DESCRIPTIONS SECTION

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPLICATIONS INDEX

The following APPLICATIONS INDEX was intended to be used as a

quick reference guide to a more complete description of TM 500

applications. These applications fall into two generalized
categories consisting of (1) single instrument versus (2) multi-
instrument applications. In the first case, most users are aware
of generalized instrument applications. As a result, only the

unusual single instrument applications are mentioned in the

index. Single instrument applications requiring lengthy descrip-
tions are located under the specific instrument MODULE DATA section.
In the second case, multi-instrument applications may be either
located in the MODULE DATA section under the primary important
instrument or as an application note made available from the
TEKTRONIX TM 500 Advertising Dept. See address below.*

APPLICATIONS INDEX

NOTE: See following pages for application descriptions

.

1. DC 505A Trigger Level Output
2. Network Attenuation or Gain Measurement
3. PS 503A Voltage Regulation via Remote Sensing
4. PS 503A Output Voltage Controlled by External Resistance

Programming
5. PS 503A Output Voltage Controlled by External Voltage

Programming
6. Waveform Generation System
7. Integration through V to F Conversion
8. Function Generator Swept Frequency Applications
9

.

Power Supplies Driven by Signal Sources
10. AC Microvoltmeter

* TEKTRONIX, INC.

P. 0. Box 500
Advertising Dept. , M/S 76-260
Beavertons Oregon 97077
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1 . DC 505A TRIGGER LEVEL OUTPUT CONNECTION
TO AN ALONGSIDE DMM

Any TM 500 DMM can be used to read out the A and B trigger "level
out" of the DC 505A universal counter. The benefit of this inter-
facing feature is improved accuracy in making width B and time
interval A -» B measurements

.

These features are acquired by using a DMM, in conjunction with
the DC 505A gate lamp, to measure the +E peak and the -E peak levels
of the pulse train to be counted. The peak-to-peak measurement is

then used to determine the correct setting of the level controls
for the measurement of interest.

The actual connections between the DMM and DC 505A are made as

illustrated below:

DMM DC 505

A

28B «- signal -> 22B

28A * ground > 17B

2. NETWORK ATTENUATION OR GAIN MEASUREMENT

The dBm or dBV measurement capability of the DM 502 can be used
to measure the attenuation or gain of a network under test when
driven by an SG 502 audio generator. Audio network analysis can be
performed on networks such as filters and amplifiers.

Upon completion of interface connections (see below) , operation
consists of pressing DM 502 INT button to read network input level.

Press back to EXT for network output level. The network gain or
loss in dB is obtained by subtracting the input and output levels.

The actual connections between instruments to be interfaced follow:

SG 502 NETWORK DM 502

28A (SIG OUT) - 28A (HI)

27A (SIG GND) - 27A (LO)

FRONT PANEL INPUT (SIG)

BNC OUT INPUT (GND)

OUTPUT (SIG) FRONT PANEL (HI)

OUTPUT (GND) FRONT PANEL (LO)

3. PS 503A VOLTAGE REGULATION VIA REMOTE SENSING

The plus or minus 20 V power supply regulation can be improved by
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remote sensing at the load. For more details see PS 503A MODULE

DATA section.

4. PS 503A OUTPUT VOLTAGE CONTROLLED BY EXTERNAL

RESISTANCE PROGRAMMING

The plus or minus 20 V power supply can be controlled via resistance

programming through the rear interface. Specific details on

program resistance values and interconnections may be found in the

PS 503A MODULE DATA section.

5. PS 503A OUTPUT VOLTAGE CONTROLLED BY EXTERNAL

VOLTAGE PROGRAMMING

The plus or minus 20 V power supplies can be controlled via an

external voltage source through the rear interface. One or both

supplies can now be independently swept from to 20 volts. The

slew rate depends on the load and the output voltage dV/dt. Specific

interconnection and external voltage control information may be

found in the PS 503A MODULE DATA section.

6. GENERATING COMPLEX WAVEFORMS WITH TM 500 INSTRUMENTS

The generation of a variety of differently-shaped signals can be

produced by an RG 501 Ramp Generator, two PG 505 Pulse Generators,

and an AM 501 Operational Amplifier. An alongside TM 500 oscilloscope

such as the SC 501 or SC 502 can be used along with this system to

provide a means of determing signal periods, durations, rise and

fall times, delay times as well as peak-to-peak signal amplitudes.

For complete details on this Waveform Generation System, write the

TM 500 Advertising Dept. for application note #75M 1.0.

7. INTEGRATION THROUGH V TO F CONVERSION

Measurement transducers are often used to produce a voltage that

is proportional to the rate of flow of something like a gas, a

liquid, or electrical energy. But, frequently it is more important

to know the total number of units that have been measured by the

transducer during some time interval like a second or a day, than

it is to know the rate at any particular point in time. Three

particular TM 500 instruments can be configured together to provide

this voltage to frequency conversion. The transducer output is

first processed by a signal conditioning AM 501 or AM 502 Operational

Amplifier. The resulting output is applied to produce an analog to

frequency conversion in a function generator such as an FG 501 or

FG 502. The output frequency is displayed on an alongside digital

counter. For more complete information on this application, write

the TM 500 Advertising Dept. for application note #75M 2.0.
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8. FUNCTION GENERATOR SWEPT FREQUENCY
AND TWO-TONE APPLICATIONS

Although this application was written specifically for the FG 501,
the underlying principles apply equally well to the more recent
function generators such as the FG 502 and FG 503. A function
generator can be made to change its output frequency as determined
by the instantaneous applied voltage appearing at the VCF input BNC
connector. For example, a voltage ramp applied to the VCF input
will provide a linear change in output frequency. A square-wave
voltage will provide two output tones who's output frequency is
determined by the specific levels of the top and bottom portions of
the square wave. For example, the two-tone output capability could
be used for FSK applications where the FG 501 dial setting is the
mark frequency and the positive amplitude is the space frequency.
For more complete information on this application, write the TM 500
Advertising Dept. for the application note entitled "FG 501 Swept
Frequency Applications."

9. POWER SUPPLIES DRIVEN BY SIGNAL SOURCES

Any of the analog programmable power supplies such as PS 501,
PS 503, or PS 503A plug-ins can be driven by an alongside signal
or function generator to provide a low source impedance suitable
for delivering higher currents into a low impedance load. Some
load examples would include drive relays, lamps, small motors,
loudspeakers, etc. The power supply will follow the signal sources'
output frequency and risetime up to its slew rate limitations.
Specific information on voltage driving power supply sense inputs
can be found in the MODULE DATA section under Power Supply Interface
Notes.

10. MICR0V0LTMETER

The AM 502 and DM 501 can provide ac and dc microvolt measurements.
When the AM 501 is set for a gain of 1000 (dc-coupled) and its rear
interface SIGNAL OUT (28A) and SIGNAL OUT GROUND (27A) are connected
to the DM 501's rear HI INPUT (28B) and LO INPUT (28A) , respectively,
the DM 501 will provide a 2 millivolt dc or ac full scale digital
display on the 2-volt ranges. This measurement application can be
used in setting up low audio signal output levels from an alongside
audio signal source such as the SG 502.

Page 7
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SECTION 3

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In this section on background information, we will present the

following topics: Interface Connections, Barrier Keys, Interfacing
the Standard Mainframe, Interfacing the Option 2 Mainframe, Quick
Change Interfacing, External Interfacing, and a Table of Plug-in and
Mainframe Power Requirements.

INTERFACE CONNECTIONS

The plug-in rear interconnections are made at the rear of the power
mainframes module interface circuit board.* See Figure 3-1. On
this board are mounted double edge 28 pin connectors for accepting
plug-in modules.

FRONT
OF BOARD —

\\

DOUBLE EDGE
28 PIN

CONNECTORS

-REAR OF
BOARD

BARRIER KEYS

TM 504 REAR
INTERFACE
CIRCUIT BOARD

FIGURE 3-1

Each 28-pin connector is numbered starting with number 1 near the
mainframe bottom and ending with number 28 near the top. However,
only pin numbers starting with 14 through 28 are used for signal line
data interfacing. Pins 1 through 13 are used for connections from
mainframe power to the instruments. In the section on module data,
a rear view of only signal line contacts 14 through 28 is given for
user applications. Since each plug- in connector has a double row of
contacts, the left column (as viewed from the rear of the mainframe
or instrument) is designated as B and the right column as A. The
actual interface connection techniques are described in the remaining
portions of this section.

*NOTE: The TM 515 rear interconnections are made at the front of the
interface circuit board.
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BARRIER KEYS

A BARRIER KEY Is a special plastic part* designed to be inserted
between contact pins located in the power mainframe circuit board
edge connector. See Figure 3-1. Its function is to prevent the
possible damage of electrically incompatible plug-in modules. This

incompatibility can arise as the result of inserting plug-in modules
into a mainframe prewired for a different set of TM 500 instruments.
Compatible plug-in modules are classified into family categories.
These categories are listed according to the following family key
designations:

1. Signal Source Family Key Pins 23 - 24

2. Measurement Family Key Pins 21 - 22

3. DMM Family Key Pins 17 - 18

4. Power Supply Family Key Pins 19 - 20

5. SC 502 Family Key Pins 25 - 26

Instruments belonging to the above families are listed in the table
below and in the MODULE DATA section under the specific plug-in type.

FAMILY KEY LOCATIONS

1 2 3 4 5

Signal Source Measurement DMM Power Supply SC 502

Pins 23-24 Pins 21-22 Pins 17-18 Pins 19-20 Pins 25-26

AF 501 DC 501 DM 501 PS 501 SC 502

AM 501 DC 502 DM 502 PS 501-1

AM 502 DC 503 PS 501-2

FG 501 DC 504 PS 503
FG 502 DC 505 PS 503A
FG 503 DC 505A PS 505
PG 501 MR 501
PG 502
PG 505
PG 506
RG 501

TG 501
SC 501
SG 502
SG 503

*N0TE: If you require an extra set of 20 Barrier Keys3 order TEKTRONIX
part number 214-1593-02 from your local TEKTRONIX Field Office.
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Interfacing the standard mainframe by

soldering inter-plug-in connections

.

FIGURE 3-2
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With a barrier in place in the mainframe connector, plug-in
instruments belonging to one of the above-listed families cannot
be inserted into the mainframe wired for a different plug-in
family. The key to this lockout feature is the actual placement
of the barrier key into the double edge 28-pin connector. All
plug-ins belonging to a specific family can be inserted into the
module compartment containing the desired family key because of
a corresponding slot cut into the mating plug-in circuit board
at the family key location.

INTERFACING TM 500

THE STANDARD MAINFRAME

The standard mainframe purchased without any options comes without
square pin connectors. Any interfacing between plug-in compartments
can be accomplished by hand soldering interconnecting wires or
coaxial cables between pin locations at the rear* of the mainframe
rear interface circuit board. See Figure 3-2. A good quality
insulated wire varying in sizes according to current-carrying
capabilities can be used for low frequency or dc circuits. Miniature
50Q coaxial cables should be used in high frequency signal environments
to eliminate potential crosstalk problems.

SPECIAL NOTES ON ORDERING COAXIAL CABLES

NOTE #1. Small 500, coaxial aable by the foot.

If you require a quantity of small diameter' 500
coaxial cable, order TEKTRONIX part number 175-1020-00
by the foot.

NOTE #2. Small 500, coaxial cable with pre-installed special
PELTOLA connectors on each end.

Some plug-in instruments do not have all inputs or
outputs factory-wired to the rear and thus require
special internal connections prior to rear interface
use. In special cases of this nature, the required
information can be found under the MODULE DATA section
pertaining to the plug-in of interest. If you require
small diameter 500. coaxial cable with special PELTOLA
connectors on each end, then measure and order the
optimum length from the following list of cables.

*N0TE: Front in the TM 515 Traveler mainframe.
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50ft COAXIAI, CABLES WITH
PELTOLA CONNECTORS ON EACH END

Length Part Number

6 inches 175-1824-00
8 inches 175-1825-00

10 inches 175-1826-00
12 inches 175-1827-00
14 inches 175-1828-00
16 inches 175-1829-00
18 inches 175-1830-00

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you intend to interconnect your mainframe
as a dedicated system, then the standard main-

frame may be purchased as a cost-saving
measure. However, if you plan to make numerous
rear interconnections throughout the mainframe
life, you should give serious consideration to

purchasing an Option 2 mainframe with pre-installed
square-pin connectors. These connectors offer a
way to eliminate hand soldering to circuit board
runs, thereby extending your instrument life and
investment.

THE OPTION 2 MAINFRAMES

The Option 2 mainframes can be purchased in all the standard series
except for the TM 515.* The Option 2 mainframes are supplied with a

rear panel 50-pin male connector, mating cable connector, one BNC
connector per plug-in compartment, square pin connectors on the

rear interface circuit board, and a special wire kit consisting of

standard wires and coaxial cables with mating square-pin receptacles.

The actual quantity and length of wires and coaxial cables depend
on the number of mainframe compartments. The square-pin connectors
are intended to provide a way to make numerous interconnections
throughout the mainframe life without causing circuit board damage
resulting from numerous hand-soldered connections to the interface
circuit board. See .Figure Z-Z. The remaining components offer
several interface alternatives, one of which may be more desirable
than another depending upon your actual application. See Quick
Change Interfacing and External Interfacing.

*N0TE: The TM 515 Traveler mainframe, Option 5, provides square
pins at the interface board and a wire kit for easy internal
interconnections. Unlike Option 2 on the other mainframe,
however, the TM 515 has no provision for BNCs or a 50-pin
connector at the rear.
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Interfacing the Option 2 mainframe

by using square-pin connectors and

special square-pin receptacles

.

FIGURE 3-3
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QUICK CHANGE INTERFACING

The quick change interfacing feature makes use of a special set
of male-female multi-pin connectors located at the rear of the
mainframe. See Figure 3-4. The female multi-pin connector may
be thought of as a programmer connector. The user of the quick
change interfacing technique can prewire as many programmer
connectors as required for each individual instrumentation set-up.
After inserting the desired plug-ins into preselected mainframe
compartments, the prewired programmer connector is inserted into
the counterpart male muli-pin connector on the rear of the mainframe.
See Figure 3-5. The prewired interconnections on the programmer
connector now interconnect the desired plug-ins so that they can
"talk" to one another. The quick change interfacing technique
allows the user to quickly change instrumentation set-ups by
(1) selecting the new plug-in configuration, and (2) choosing the
correct prewired programmer connector for that specific instrumen-
tation set-up.

The photograph of Figure 3-6 illustrates how the Option 2 mainframe
can be wired to permit use of the quick change interfacing technique.
These connectors are not factory-wired in order to give a system
designer as much flexibility as possible. Instead, prepared
jumper wires, coaxial cables, a rear 50-pin connector, and associated
hardware are included along with each Option 2 mainframe. Hence,
there are no pin assignments for rear panel connectors because of
the wide variety of possible connections.

The external programmer connectors for quick change programming
can be ordered from the list of hardware materials below.

QUICK CHANGE EXTERNAL PROGRAMMER CONNECTORS (UNWIRED)

50-PIN FEMALE PROGRAMMER HARDWARE

Part Number Description Quantity

131-1319-00

131-1345-00

Cover, conn; molded plastic
w/hardware

Conn, rcpt, elec: 50 contact female

1 each

1 each

EXTERNAL INTERFACING

The external interfacing technique makes use of the Option 2-

supplied 50-pin rear male connector as a means to interface with
equipment external to the TM 500 system. See Figure 3-7. Users
can order additional hardware to make up a completed plug-on externa]
connector from the following parts list.
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EXTERNAL CABLE CONNECTOR HARDWARE

50-PIN FEMALE CONNECTOR

Part Number Description Quantity

131-1319-00

131-1345-00

Cover, conn; molded plastic w/hardware

Conn, rcpt, elec: 50 contact female

1 each

1 each

NOTE: The number of wives contained within the external connector
cable depends upon the specific user's requirements. The
external multi-conductor cable should be obtained from a
local multi-conductor cable supplier or vendor.

CAUTION : In the event your mainframe is sent to a TEKTRONIX Service
Center for service, please notify the service center that the main-
frame has been interfaced. This will save money and expedite the
return of your instrument. It is advisable to return both power
module and plug-in(s) to the service center.

The following table for TM 500 plug-ins is provided as a convenient
way to determine the power required for each instrument. A minimum
and maximum value in WATTS is given for three line voltage values
of LOW LINE (108 VAC) , NORMAL LINE (120 VAC) and HIGH LINE (132 VAC)

.

The minimum and maximum values arise as a result of different front
panel control settings of individual plug-ins and varying external
loads connected to power supplies and signal sources . To calculate
the total power which will be drawn by a system, add the appropriate
instrument requirements to the mainframe requirement at the bottom
of the table.
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POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR TM 500 PLUG-INS AND MAINFRAMES

Instrument
Low Line - 108 VAC Nominal Line - 120 VAC Hiqh Line - 132 VAC

Min. Watts Max. Watts Min. Watts Max. Watts Min. Watts Max. Watts

AF 501 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

AM 501 6.5 9.5 7.5 11.0 9.0 13.0

AM 502 5.5 5.5 9.5 9.5 7.5 7.5

DC 501 17.5 19.0 19.0 21.5 22.5 25.0

DC 502 17.5 19.0 19.0 21.5 22.5 25.0

DC 503 16.5 19.0 18.0 21.5 20.5 25.0

DC 504 10.4 11.4 13.5 14.1 15.4 16.3

DC 505/A 28.3 29.3 31.6 32.6 34.7 35.6

LID 501 14.0 14.0 16.0 16.0 18.0 18.0

DM 501 11.5 12.5 12.5 14.0 15.0 16.0

DM 502 8.2 8.2 12.8 12.8 18.2 18.2

FG 501 14.5 17.5 16.5 19.0 19.0 22.5

FG 502 17.5 17.5 20.0 20.0 23.0 23.0

FG 503 10.9 12.0 12.2 13.5 13.5 14.8

MR 501 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 14.0 14.0

PG 501 13.5 23.5 15.0 26.0 17.5 29.0

PG 502 13.0 17.5 14.5 20.0 17.0 22.5

PG 505 10.5 13.5 12.0 15.5 14.0 18.0

PG 506 5.3 16.3 6.3 • 18.6 8.1 21.8

PS 501 4.5 40.5 6.0 42.5 6.5 46.5

PS 502 6.5 56.5 8.0 66.0 9.5 72.5

PS 503 7.5 66.5 9.0 71.0 12.0 77.5

PS 503A 4.2 64.5 5.6 72.2 8.1 80.1

PS 505 1.2 41.3 1.8 45.9 2.3 50.0

RG 501 6.0 6.0 7.0 7.0 8.5 8.5

SC 501 14.5 14.5 16.5 16.5 18.5 18.5

SC 502 23.3 23.3 24.9 24.9 25.2 25.2

SG 502 4.5 4.5 5.5 5.5 6.0 6.0

SG 503 18.5 18.5 21.0 21.0 24.0 24.0

SG 504 8.0 11. 9.0 12.0 9.0 12.0
TG 501 25.5 26.0 29.0 29.5 33.0 33.5

TM 501 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.5
TM 503 6.0 6.0 7.0 7.0 11.0 11.0
TM 504 11.0 11.0 18.0 18.0 28.0 28.0
TM 506 20.0 20.0 24.0 24.0 31.0 31.0

RTM 506 27.0 27.0 31.0 31.0 38.0 38.0

J

TM 515

1

11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.0

REVISED 10/23/75
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SECTION 4

Tfl 500 DOUBLE-WIDE AND SINGLE-WIDE

BLANK PLUG-IN KITS

Single-wide blank plug-in kit

Double-wide blank plug-in kit
Order 040-0652-01
Order 040-0754-00

Both blank plug-in kits illustrated above are intended for users

who require a way to design their own TM 500 plug-in in order to

complete a TM 500 working instrumentation system. All basic

plug- in parts are furnished as shown above along with a set of

instructions detailing maximum available power to each plug-in as

a load. An additional power supply design booklet "A3186" can be

ordered separately from the TM 500 Advertising Dept.
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AF501

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCT,ON

Ground (Amplifier Output)

Trigger Output

Amplifier Output

Ground (Trigger Output)

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the

AF 501 and wired for a specialized interface system^ a
plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02) should
be installed in a key slot between contacts 23 and 24 on
the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting the
plug-in.

Copyright © 1975 by Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon
January 1975
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AF501

INTERFACE NOTES

Amplifier Output

Contact 28A is placed in parallel with the front-panel OUTPUT connector
when switch S210 (internal Output) is set to Int position. The
specifications for contact 28A are the same as those stated for the
front-panel connector.

Trigger Output

Contact 27B is placed in parallel with the front-panel TRIG OUT
connector when switch S310 (internal Trig Out) is set to Int position.
The specifications for contact 27B are the same as those stated for
the front-panel connector.

Ground (Trigger Output and Amplifier Output)

Contacts 27A and 28B are both switched to chassis ground. Contact 27A
is switched to ground at the same time the Trigger Output is switched
to the rear interface by S310, while contact 28B is switched to ground
at the same time the Amplifier Output is switched to the rear interface
by S210.

Page 21 Copyright © 1975 by Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon
January 1975



AM 501

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION

Signal Out

Ground

NOTE

None of these assignments are
factory wired. See INTERFACE
NOTES for wiring instructions.

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected

for the AM 501 and wired for a specialized inter-

face system, a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part
Number 214-1593-02) should be installed in a key

slot between contacts 23 and 24 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live

Power Module and do not use excessive force when
inserting the plug-in.

Copyright © 1975 by Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon
January 1975
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AM 501

INTERFACE NOTES

Introduction

None of the rear pin connectors (except power supply connections)
are factory wired. Instead, pins 21A through 28A and 21B through
28B have their own solder pads (holes) to allow the user to hard
wire his own input and output connections to the rear interface. The
pin assignments listed on page 1 are suggested in order to ensure
compatibility with other TM 500 Series instruments.

Signal Out (Contact 28A) and Ground (Contact 27A)

Pin 28A at the rear connector should be thought of as an output terminal
for signals obtained from a specific point in a simple or complex
operational amplifier feedback circuit. A specific output terminal is

not always the same point that is connected to one of the front panel
output connectors. To connect pin 28A to the specific output terminal,
solder #22 or #26 wire (of the proper length) from the solder pad for
pin 28A to the desired point in the operational amplifier circuit. This
point may be located on the circuit board or at one of the front panel
output connectors, depending on your circuit requirements. If necessary,
you can disconnect an undesirable front panel output connection.

Using #22 or #26 wire, solder the proper length from the solder pad for
pin 27A to the large foil area marked GND on the "A" side of the Main
Circuit Board. In some types of operational amplifier circuitry, it may
not be desirable to connect pin 27A to GND (chassis) ; in those cases pin
27A would be a "floating" connection and the design of external circuitry
connected to the rear interface must take this fact under consideration.

Making Signal Input and Ground Connections

Use #22 or #26 wire to hard wire the - Signal In (inverting input) from
the solder pad (hole) for 24B to the input of your circuit. Hard wire
pin 25B to the large foil area labeled GND on the "A" side of the Main
Circuit Board. Perform the same operations for the + Signal In (non-

inverting input) from pin 21B to the input of your circuit and hard wire
the GND connections for pin 22B in the same manner as stated for pin
25B. High frequency signals may require the use of miniature coaxial
cable instead of standard gauge wire.

NOTE

If more than a foot or two of coaxial cable is connected
to the rear interface output contact (pin 28A) 3 an
isolation resistor equal in value to the coaxial cable
impedance should be inserted in series with the center
conductor of cable. The purpose of the series resistor
is to reduce ringing effects due to loading factors.
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AM 502

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION

28A Signal Out

27A Signal Out Ground

26A

25A

NOTE
Signal Out and all grounds
are factory wired. See the
INTERFACE NOTES for Signal
In wiring instructions.

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected
for the AM 502 wired for a specialized interface
system, a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number
214-1593-02) should be installed in a key slot
between contacts 23 and 24 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live
Power Module and do not use excessive force when
inserting the plug-in.
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AM 502

INTERFACE NOTES

Signal Out (Contact 28A) and Signal Out Ground (Contact 27A)

Pins 28A and 27A are factory wired to rear interface contacts. Pin
27A is chassis ground. It is not necessary to disconnect the Signal
Out from the front panel bnc connector to use the output signal on
pin 28A.

Signal Input Connections (Contacts 24B, 21 B, 25B, and 22B)

These input connections must be user wired. Use the center conductor
of a miniature 50 Q coaxial cable (about 11 inches long) to hard wire
(solder) the + Signal In (pin 24B) and the - Signal In (pin 21B)
from the associated solder pads at the rear connector pins to the
appropriate + and - front panel bnc connectors. Solder the associated
coaxial cable shields (braids) to the associated solder pads for the
chassis ground connections (pin 25B for + Signal In and pin 22B for
- Signal In)

.

NOTE

The addition of coaxial cable connections
to the front panel bnc connector increases
the input capacitance.
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GENERAL COUNTER INFORFWION

TTL Voltage Levels

The words "HI" and "LQ" refer to TTL voltage levels present on the
rear contacts under specific conditions. TTL specifications are as

follows: A TTL LO output exists from 0.0 V to 0.4 V. A TTL HI output
exists from +2.4 V to +5.0 V. Rear interface inputs will accept TTL
LO voltages between 0.0 V and +0.8 V. TTL HI inputs must be between
+2.0 V and + 5.0 V. Where TTL currents are given, the quantity is a

maximum value.

Time- Ladder Diagram

All of the counters use time-slot pulses derived from a Scan Clock
signal to select a particular decimal digit that is displayed on a

front-panel LED display. The following time-ladder diagram illustrates
the basic time relationships between waveforms discussed under the

INTERFACE NOTES for each Counter. No one Counter has all of the wave-
forms available at the rear interface. The waveforms are to be used
only as a guide when interpreting the individual data discussed for
each Counter.

NOTE

Thorough understanding of the schematic diagrams
and the exact internal connections for input/output
lines to the rear contacts (found in individual
instruction manuals) will be an aid in designing
your specialized TM 500 interface system.
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DC 501

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

Decimal Point (D3) Output
(Optional - See Notes)

CONTACTS

Decimal Point (D2) Output 28B -*h <-+—

MHz light or Decimal Point
(Dl) Output

External Scan Clock Input

Internal Scan Clock (2 kHz)

Output
Overflow Output

MSD (TS-1) Output

BCD (2) Output

BCD (8) Output

Data Good Output

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION

Internal Scan Clock Disable Input

Reset Input/Output

TS0 (Time Slot Zero) Output

BCD (4) Output

BCD (1) Output

Signal Input Ground

Signal Input

Clock-In/Clock-Out
(Optional - See Notes)

CAUTION

When a Power- Module compartment has been selected for the DC 501 and
wired for a specialized interface system3 a plastic barrier (Tektronix

Part Number 214-1593-02) . should be installed in a key slot between
contacts 21 and 22 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power Module and
do not use excessive force when inserting the plug-in.
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DC 501

IffTERFACE NOTES

BCD Outputs (8, 4, 2, 1 Code)

Contacts 20B, 20A, 21B and 19A provide BCD data directly to the Power Module
interface. The count (front-panel display) is transmitted in a serial-by-decimal
digit method, with the decimal digit sequence being from left to right (MSD
to LSD as observed on the front-panel display). The binary levels for each
decimal digit use positive-true logic (HI = 1, LO = 0). Each output data line
is capable of driving 6 TTL loads (10 mA)

.

Decimal Point/Front-Panel Status Outputs

TTL logic levels are transmitted directly to contacts 27B and 28B. The data
on contacts 27B and 28B is related to the position of the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL
switch and front-panel decimal point location. Decimal points are numbered
from left to right on the front-panel display. (See Table below.) All LO
levels are caused by a switch contact closure to chassis ground, except for
an Option 2 instrument where AUTO gate operation can cause the LO levels to
be above chassis ground by about 0.4 volt.

CONTACT DISPLAY MEASUREMENT
'

INTERVAL27B 28B LIGHT ON DECIMAL POINT

LO LO MHz .0000 (D2) .01 Sec

LO HI MHz .00000 (Dl) .1 Sec

HI HI kHz .000 (D3) 1 Sec

HI LO kHz .0000 (D2) 10 Sec

HI HI GATE 000 (None) MANUAL (Start)

NOTE

If a direct active-low level output is desired for
DS (.000) t it is suggested that a §22 or §26 AUG
stranded wire be connected from the switch end of
E284 to an unassigned rear contact that is compatible
with your external equipment. Hear contact ISB is
suggested.
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Data Good Output (Contact 19B)

A positive-true Data Good pulse is transmitted directly to rear contact 19B

at each updating of the DC 501 storage register. For an instrument with a 1

MHz clock, the pulse duration varies between 0.5 and 1.5 microseconds; a 5

MHz clock (Option 1) produces a pulse duration that varies between 0.2 and
1.2 microseconds. The Data Good output (19B) goes HI immediately after the

internal gate time selected by the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL switch position or
AUTO gate selection period (Option 2). The storage register is updated on

the positive-going edge of the Data Good pulse. Rear contact 19B also goes

HI and remains HI as long as the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL switch is in the MANUAL
(totalize) position. This output will drive at least 6 TTL loads.

Reset Input/Output (Contact 26A)

This contact is directly wired to the front panel RESET pushbutton and can
be used as either a Reset Input or Reset Output function. Contact 26A is

normally at a HI level and goes LO when the RESET button is pushed (for any
positions of the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL switch) , or between switch detent posi-
tions (when changing the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL switch positions) . Rear contact
26A does not go LO when the DC 501 clears its own internal circuitry for an-
other count.

To use 26A as a counter Reset Input function, it can be set to a LO by an
external switch contact closure to ground or driven LO by an open-collector
logic gate capable of sinking 9 TTL current loads (15 mA)

.

Scan Clock Output, Input, and Disable (Contacts 24B, 25B, and 27A)

These three functions are all wired directly to rear contacts. A 2 kHz (square
wave) Internal Scan Clock signal (TTL) is applied to rear contact 24B, providing
a continuous output to the rear interface as long as rear contact 27A (Inter-
nal Scan Clock Disable) is held HI. The decimal digits are scanned from MSD
to LSD, with the rising edge of each Scan Clock period selecting the decimal
digit to be displayed. The binary levels for a selected digit remain on the
BCD output lines for one complete Scan Clock period (500 microseconds for
Internal Scan Clock) . All of the time-slot pulses have a duration equal to a

Scan Clock period. Using the Internal Scan Clock signal it takes about 4

milliseconds for a complete display scanning cycle. The ideal time to read
(decode) the BCD data is during the negative half of the Scan Clock period.
This requires that an external BCD decoder be driven by the falling edges of
the Scan Clock signal.

Setting rear contact 27A to a TTL low disables the Internal Scan Clock and
allows the application of an External Scan Clock signal to rear contact 25B.

The External Scan Clock should be a TTL signal, with a maximum frequency of
1 MHz and a fall time of less than 100 nanoseconds (frequency may be less than
2 kHz, if desired). The External Scan Clock signal is also frequency divided
by 8 before time-slot decoding. Consequenctly, the time of a complete display
scan and time-slot pulse duration will change accordingly.
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DC 501

One advantage of the External Scan Clock and Internal Scan Clock Disable inputs
is to allow the user to design a BCD data capture system that extracts the
data at a faster or slower rate than 2 kHz. It is not intended that a high-
frequency External Scan Clock be applied continuously to rear contact 25B,
although it could be done. A continuous 1 MHz External Scan Clock would allow
BCD data capture, but could also cause false front-panel displays. Refer to
the time-ladder diagram for an example of using the External Scan Clock and
Internal Scan Clock disable pulse.

Time-Slot Zero (TS0) and MSD (TS-1). (Contacts 25A and 22B)

TS0 on rear contact 25A is a TTL negative-going pulse that has a duration equal
to a Scan Clock period and occurs once per complete display scanning cycle. It
is a pulse that predicts that the next BCD output data on contact 20B, 20A, 21B
and 19A will be equivalent to the MSD during TS-1. This pulse may be used as
a synchronizing pulse for external equipment, used as a latch pulse, or to
clear/reset external digital circuitry.

The MSD (TS-1) output on rear contact 22B is a TTL positive-going pulse that
also has a duration equal to a Scan Clock period and occurs once per complete
display scanning cycle. Some users may perfer to use the MSD (left-side digit)
pulse for synchronizing external equipment, rather than using the TS0 pulse.
TS0 and TS-1 are the only time-slot pulses directly wired to rear contact.

Overflow Indication (Contact 23B)

Rear contact 23B is normally at a L0 level. This contact goes HI under two
conditions; (1) when the DC 501 is operated in the MANUAL (Totalize) mode and
the storage register is full of nines (9999999 display), contact 23B goes HI on
the next input count; (2) when making high-resolution frequency measurements
by increasing the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL by a factor of 10 or greater (deliberately
overflowing the display) . Contact 23B is HI and time that the front-panel
OVERFLOW light is on.

Signal Input (Contact 16A and 17A)

Rear contact 16A is directly wired to the front-panel EXT - INT switch. When
signals to be counted or measured are applied to contact 16A, the front-panel
switch must be in the INT position. Contact 16A is terminated into a 50 ohm
load (R101) and miniature 50 ohm RF cable should be used to connect signals
to this contact on the Option 2 Power Module interface. Connect the coaxial-
cable shield to rear contact 17A for a Signal Input Ground. Input specifi-
cations apply when signals are applied to contact I6A. Lifting the ground
end of R101 converts the input resistance to 1 Mft.
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Clock-In/Clock-Out (Optional - Contact 14A)

Rear contact 14A can be used for a higher quality in-house Clock Input, or as

a 1 MHz clock output, as desired, Connect a miniature 50 ohm RF cable between
pin 14 of' U209 and rear contact 14A. Pin 14 of U209 operates at TTL levels.

Ground both ends of the coaxial-cable shield; one end to rear contact 17A and
the other end to pin 7 of U209, U200, or U201. When rear contact 14A is used
as a Clock Input for a standard DC instrument, remove U200 from the circuit
board: for an Option 1 instruemnt, remove U201.

R284
(SWITCH END)

PIN 7

U200 P.N14 ggg
U209

14A
17A

16A
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DC 502

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

Decimal Point (D2) Output

MHz light or Decimal Point
(Dl) Output

External Scan Clock Input

Internal Scan Clock (2 kHz)

Output
Overflow Output

MSD (TS-1) Output

BCD (2) Output

BCD (8) Output

Data Good Output

CONTACTS

Decimal Point (D3) Output
(Optional - See Notes)

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION

Internal Scan Clock Disable Input

Reset Input/Output

TS0 (Time Slot Zero) Output

BCD (A) Output

BCD (1) Output

^ 17A Signal Input Ground

Signal Input
See Notes

Clock-In/Clock-Out
(Optional - See Notes)

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the DC 502 and
wired for a specialized interface system^ a plastic barrier (Tektronix
Part Number 214-2593-02) should be installed in a key slot between
contacts 21 and 22 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power Module and
do not use excessive force when inserting the plug-in.
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DC 502

IfflERFACE NOUS

BCD Outputs (8, 4, 2, 1 Code)

Contacts 20B, 20A, 21B and 19A provide BCD data directly to the Power
Module interface. The count (front-panel display) is transmitted in a
serial-by-decimal digit method, with the decimal digit sequence being
from left to right (MSD to LSD as observed on the front-panel display).
The binary levels for each decimal digit use positive-true logic (HI = 1,
LO = 0) . Each output data line is capable of driving 6 TTL loads (10 mA)

.

Decimal Point/Front-Panel Status Outputs

TTL logic levels are transmitted directly to rear contacts 27B and 28B. The
data on these contacts is related to the position of the MEASUREMENT
INTERVAL switch and front-panel decimal point location. (See Table below.)
Decimal points are numbered from left to right in the display. The following
tables are applicable to standard DC 502 or an Option 1 instrument. All
LO levels are caused by a switch-contact closure to chassis ground.

DIRECT INPUT

CON*"ACT DISPLAY MEASUREMENT
INTERVAL

27B 28B LIGHT ON DECIMAL POINT

LO LO MHz .0000 (D2) .01 Sec

!

hi LO MHz .00000 (Dl) .1 Sec

i HI HI kHz .000 (D3) 1 Sec

1 LO HI kHz .0000 (D2) 10 Sec

|

HI HI Gate 000 (None) MAN (Start)

PRESCALE INPUT

! 1

HI : LO MHz .000 (D3) .01 Sec

LO LO MHz |
.0000 (D2) .1 Sec

HI LO MHz 1 .00000 (Dl) 1 Sec

i
HI HI kHz ; .000 (D3) 10 Sec

! HI ! HI
j s

Gate 000 (None) MAN (Start)
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NOTE

If a direct active-low level output is desired

for D3 (.000) j it is suggested that a #22 or
#26 AW stranded wire be connected from the

Switch end of E248 to an unassigned rear contact
that is compatible with your external equipment.

Rear contact 15B is suggested

Data Good Output (Contact 19B)

A positive-true Data Good pulse is transmitted directly to rear contact 19B

at each updating of the DC 502 storage register. For an instrument with a

1 MHz clock, the pulse duration varies between 0.5 and 1.5 microseconds; a

5 MHz clock (Option 1) produces a pulse duration that varies between 0.2 and

1.2 microseconds. The Data Good output goes HI immediately after the internal

gate time selected by the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL switch position. The storage

register is updated on the positive-going edge of the Data Good pulse.

Rear contact 19B also goes HI and remains HI as long as the MEASUREMENT
INTERVAL switch is in either of the MAN (Totalize) positions. This output

will drive at least 6 TTL loads.

Reset Input/Output (Contact 26A).

This contact is directly wired to the front-panel RESET pushbutton and can
be used as either a counter Reset Input or Rest Output function. Contact
26A is normally at a HI level and goes LO when the RESET button is pushed
(for any position of the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL switch), or between switch
detent positions. 26A does not go LO when the DC 502 clears its own internal

circuitry for another count.

To use 26A as a counter Reset Input function, it can be set to a L0 level

by an external switch contact closure to ground or driven LO by an open-
collector logic gate capable of sinking 9 TTL current loads (15 mA)

.

Scan Clock Output, Input, and Disable (Contacts 24B, 25B, and 27A)

These three functions are all wired directly to rear contacts. A 2 kHz (square

wave) Internal Scan Clock signal (TTL) is applied to rear contact 24B, providing
a continuous output to the rear interface as long as rear contact 27A
(Internal Scan Clock Disable) is held HI. The decimal digits are scanned from
MSD to LSD, with the rising edge of each Scan Clock period selecting the

decimal digit to be displayed. The binary levels for a selected digit
remain on the BCD output lines for one complete Scan Clock period (500

microseconds for Internal Scan Clock) . All of the time-slot pulses have
a duration equal to a Scan Clock period. Using the Internal Scan Clock
signal, it takes about 4 milliseconds for a complete display scanning cycle.
The ideal time to read (decode) the BCD data is during the negative half of
a Scan Clock period. This requires that an external BCD decoder be driven
by the falling edges of the Scan Clock signal.
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Setting rear contact 27A to a TTL L0 disables the Internal Scan Clock and
allows the application of an External Scan Clock signal to rear contact 25B.
The External Scan Clock should be a TTL signal with a maximum frequency of 1
MHz and a fall time of less than 100 nanoseconds (frequency may be less than
2 kHz, if desired). The External Scan Clock signal is also frequency divided
by 8 before time-slot decoding. Consequently, the time of a complete display
scan and time-slot pulse duration will change accordingly.

One advantage of the External Scan Clock and Internal Scan Clock Disable inputs
is to allow the user to design a BCD data capture system that extracts the data
at a faster or slower rate than 2 kHz. It is not intended that a high-frequency
External Scan Clock signal be applied continuously to rear contact 25B, although
it could be done. A continuous 1 MHz External Scan Clock signal would allow
BCD data capture, but could also cause false front-panel displays.

Time Slot Zero and MSD (Contacts 25A and 22B)

Time Slot Zero (TS0) on rear contact 25A is a TTL negative-going pulse that
has a duration equal to a Scan Clock period and occurs once per complete dis-
play cycle. TS0 is a pulse that predicts that the next BCD data to appear on
contacts 20B, 20A, 21B, and 19A will be equivalent to the most significant
digit during TS-1. This pulse can be used as a synchronizing pulse for external
equipment, used as a latch pulse, or a a clear/reset pulse for external
digital circuitry.

The MSD (TS-1) output on rear contact 22B is a TTL positive-going pulse that
also has a duration equal to a Scan Clock period and occurs once per complete
display scanning cycle. Some users may prefer to use the MSD (left-side
digit) pulse for synchronizing external equipment, rather than using the TS0
pulse. TS0 and MSD (TS-1) are the only time-slot pulses directly wired to the
rear contacts.

Overflow Indication (Contact 23B)

Rear contact 23B is normally at a LO level. This contact goes HI under two
conditions: (1) when the DC 502 is operated in a MAN (Totalize) mode and the
storage registers are full of nines (9999999 display), contact 23B goes HI
on the next input count; (2) when making high-resolution frequency measurements
by increasing the MEASUREMENT INTERVAL by a factor of 10 or greater. Contact
23B is HI any time that the front-panel OVERFLOW light is on

Signal Input (Contacts 16A and 17A)

NOTE

It is important to aonsider VSWE and cross-talk
problems at high frequenaies. Pay particular
attention to lead dress3 terminationst and dis-
continuities along a high-frequency signal path.

Rear contacts I6A and 17A are not directly wired to the input and ground
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circuits of the DC 502. 16A is reserved for Signal Input and 17A is reserved

for Signal Input Ground.

When it is desired to apply input signals through the rear interface, it

is necessary to connect the center conductor (stranded wire) of a miniature

50-ohm coaxial cable from 16A to the DIRECT INPUT solder connection on the

B side of the instrument. Connect both ends of the coaxial cable shield;

one end to 17A and the other end to a convenient ground on the circuit board

near the DIRECT INPUT connection. There is no switching system available

to switch between front-panel input and rear interface signals; therefore,

if it is not desired to transmit front-panel signals to the rear interface,

disconnect the lead to the DIRECT INPUT BNC connector. The coaxial cable can

be terminated into a 50 load, if desired. Contact 17A must also be grounded
(externally) in an Option 2 Power Module.

Most instruments have solder pad connections for 16A and 17A located on the

B side of the circuit board, while earlier instruments require direct

connections to 16A and 17A on the A side of the circuit board. Refer to

illustration.

Contacts 16A and 17A can also be wired to the PRESCALE INPUT circuit board on
the A side of the instrument, if desired. Remove the cable to the PRESCALE
INPUT BNC connector in order to maintain a clean 50-ohm environment.

Clock-In/Clock-Out (Optional - Contact 14A)

Rear contact 14A can be used for a higher quality in-house Clock Input, or

as a 1 MHz Clock Output, as desired. Connect a miniature 50-ohm coaxial cable
between pin 14 or U209 and rear contact 14A. Pin 14 of U209 operates at

TTL levels. Ground both ends to the coaxial-cable shield; one end to rear
contact 17A and the other end to pin 7 of U209, U200, or U201. When 14A is

used as a Clock Input for a standard DC 502 remove U20C from the circuit board;
for an Option 1 instrument remove U201.

DC 502

r.

tf^kJH

DIRECT is
INPUT PfeGND

14A

U200 16A
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DC 503

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION

Opt 4 Decimal Point (Dl)

Opt 4 Decimal Point (D2)

Internal Scan Clock Out

External Scan Clock In
Overflow Out/Overflow
Display Disable In

BCD (2) Output

BCD (8) Output

Data Good

Opt 4 Decimal Point (D3)

Channel B Input

Channel B Input Ground

Opt 4 Decimal Point (D4)

Opt 4 Decimal Point (D5)

ITS ASSIGNMENTS
ONTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

28B_^ h*- 28A

27B -H -#- 27A Internal Scan Clock Disable

26B-H -*- 26A Reset, In/Out

F 25B-H -*-.25A Time Slot Zero (TS0)

L24B-*- — 24A

23B-H «•— 23A

22B-H .*_ 22A

21B_^ <*— 21A

20B-H *— 20A BCD (4) Output

19B-H -*— 19A BCD (1) Output

18B—H ^_ 18A

17B—H -*— 17A Channel A Input Ground

16B—

^

-*— 16A Channel A Input

15B—H ~— 15A Opt 4 Decimal Point (D6)

14B-*i ^_ 14A 1 MHz Clo ck Out

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the DC 503 and
wired for a specialized interface system^ a plastic barrier (Tektronix
Part Number 214-1592-02) should be installed in a key slot between
contacts 21 and 22 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power Module and
do not use excessive force when inserting the plug-in.
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DC 503

INTERFACE NOTES

BCD Outputs (8,4,2,1 Code)

Contacts 20B, 20A, 21B, and 19A provide BCD data directly to the Power
Module interface. The count (front-panel display) is transmitted in a
serial-by-decimal digit method. The decimal digit sequence is from left
to right (MSD to LSD as observed on the front-panel readout). The binary
levels for each decimal digit use positive-true logic (HI = 1, LO - 0).
Each output data line is capable of driving 6 TTL loads (10 mA)

.

Decimal Point Output Data

There are six decimal points associated with the front-panel display, numbered
from left to right in the readout. An active decimal point location is
dependent on the positions of two front-panel switches (FUNCTION and N/CLOCK
RATE).

Decimal point output data is factory wired to rear contacts only for an Option
4 instrument. A rear contact is at a TTL low level when the associated
front-panel decimal point is active.

To obtain decimal point output data for instruments other than Option 4, a
unit can be hard-wired by performing the decimal modification section of the
instructions included with Product Modification Kit, Tektronix Part Number
040-0713-00.

Data Good Output (Contact 19B)

A positive-true Data Good pulse is transmitted directly to rear contact 19B
at each updating of the DC 503 storage register. Pulse duration is from a
minimum of 0.2 microseconds to a maximum of 1.5 microseconds, dependent on
the instrument. The storage register is updated on the positive-going edge
of the Data Good pulse. The Data Good pulse goes HI immediately after an
internal gate time selected by the FUNCTION or N/CLOCK rate switches
(dependent on the operating mode). Contact 19B also goes HI and remains HI
as long as the FUNCTION switch is in either the TIME MANUAL or TOTALIZE A
positions. This output will drive at least 6 TTL loads.

Reset Input/Output (Contact 26A)

The counter is cleared to zero when a LO is appled to contact 26A. This is
accomplished when the front-panel RESET button is pushed, or when the FUNCTION
switch is between detent positions. Contact 26A also goes LO momentarily
during an automatic power-up reset period. This contact does not go LO
when the DC 503 internal circuitry clears itself for another count. To use
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26A as a Reset Input function, it can be set to a LO by an external switch

contact closure to ground, or driven LO by an open-collector logic gate

capable of sinking 15 mA.

Scan Clock Output/Input and Disable (Contacts 24B/25B and 27A)

Contacts 24B/25B are hard-wired together at the rear edge connectors. A
2 kHz (square wave) Internal Scan Clock signal is applied to these two

contacts as long as contact 27A (internal Scan Clock Disable) is held HI.

A LO applied to contact 27A allows contacts 24B/25B to be used as an

External Scan Clock Input.

The decimal digits are scanned from MSD to LSD (as observed on the front-

panel display) , with the rising edge of each Scan Clock period selecting

the decimal digit to be displayed. The binary levels for a selected digit
remain on the BCD output lines for one complete Scan Clock period (500

microseconds for Internal Scan Clock signal). Using the Internal Scan
Clock signal it takes about 4 milliseconds for one complete display scanning
cycle. The ideal time to read (decode) the BCD data is during the negative

portion of the Internal Scan Clock period.

The risetime of an External Scan Clock signal applied directly to 24B/25B

should be less than 100 nanoseconds. Signal inversion does not occur before
toggling a divide by 8 counter circuit. Note that changing a Scan Clock

period changes the time-slot duration and the time of one complete display

scanning cycle. Maximum External Scan Clock frequency is 1 MHz. Refer
to the time-ladder diagram for waveform relationships between the Internal

Scan Clock, TS0 pulse, and Internal Scan Clock Disable pulse. The DC 503

has no TS-1 through TS-7 output to the rear interface.

Time Slot Zero (Contact 25A)

Time Slot Zero (TS0) on rear contact 25A is a TTL negative-going pulse that

has a duration equal to a Scan Clock period and occurs once per complete
display scanning cycle. TS0 is a pulse which predicts that the next BCD
data to appear on the BCD output lines will be equivalent to the most
significant digit during TS-1. This pulse can be used as a synchronizing
pulse for external equipment.

Overflow and Leading Zero Suppression (Contact 23B)

Rear contact 23B goes LO and HI and about a 3 Hz rate when the DC 503 is in
an overflow condition. A LO corresponds to "display blanked" and HI
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corresponds to "display on". 23B can be driven L0 externally to blank the

front-panel display. When the display is not in an overflow condition a
L0 will exist during periods of leading zero suppression.

1 MHz Clock Out/Clock In (Contact 14A)

Rear contact 14A can be used as a 1 MHz Clock Out/Clock In function. Use
contact 17A as a reference ground. When contact 14A is used as a more accurate
Clock In function, remove U250 from the circuit board (standard instrument),
or remove U251 for an Option 1 instrument.

Signal Inputs (Contacts 16A and 17B)

Rear contact 16A is assigned for Channel A input, with 17A its reference
ground. 17B is assigned for Channel B input, with 16B its reference ground.
When it is desired to apply input signals to these rear interface contacts
for counter operation, the appropriate channel must be selected by the front-
panel SOURCE switches. The internal signal inputs are terminated into a
nominal 50 ohm load impedance to match coaxial-cable connections to the rear
interface. For high impedance (1M£2) rear inputs, one end of either or both
50 Q resistors may be lifted. The resistors are physically located at the
push-pull input-output switches at the front panel.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

Gate Out (Also see Notes)

Decimal Point Scanned Out

Int Scan Clock Output

Overflow Output

BCD (2) Output

BCD (8) Output

Data Good (Latch) Output

CONTACTS
ASSIGNMENTS

FUNCTION

Count Holdoff Input

Reset Input/Output

TS-1 (MSD) Digit Select Output

TS-2 Digit Select Output

TS-3 Digit Select Output

TS-4 Digit Select Output

TS-5 (LSD) Digit Select Output

BCD (4) Output

BCD (1) Output

Internal Input Ground

Internal Signal Input

External Clock Input

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the DC 504

and wired for a specialized interface system, a plastic barrier
(Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02) should be installed in a key

slot between contacts 21 and 22 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power Module and

do not use excessive force when inserting the plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOTES

BCD Output Data (Contacts 20B, 20A, 21 B, and 19A)

These contacts provide BCD data (8,4,2,1 code) directly to the Power
Module interface. The count (front-panel display) is transmitted in a

serial-by-decimal digit method, with the decimal digit sequence being
from left to right (MSD to LSD as observed on the front-panel display).
The binary levels for each decimal digit use positive-true logic (HI - 1,

LO = 0). Each output data line is capable of driving 6 TTL loads (10 mA)

.

Decimal Point Scanned Output (Contact 27B)

Three decimal points are numbered from left to right in the front-panel
display. A decimal point to the left of a selected digit is scanned
(made active) during its particular time slot. Contact 27B goes HI and
remains HI for one Scan Clock period to indicate that a decimal point
has been scanned. When the DC 504 is used in the RPM mode (internal
switch function), the decimal points are not active and 27B remains at
a LO level. This data line will drive 24 TTL loads (38 mA)

.

Digit Select Outputs (Contacts 25A through 21 A)

These output lines provide positive-going time-slot pulses TS-1 (MSD)
through TS-5 (LSD) to the rear interface. The time-slot pulses scan
the front-panel decimal digits from left to right. Each time-slot
pulse duration is equal to one Scan Clock period (about 0.25 milli-
seconds). There is no TS0 pulse that occurs before the MSD data appears
on the BCD output lines. Each Digit Select line will drive 4 TTL loads
(6.4 mA).

Scan Clock Output (Contact 24B)

This output line provides a square-wave signal of about 4 kHz to the
rear interface. A different front-panel digit is selected to be displayed
on each rising edge of the Scan Clock waveform. A ideal time to externally
read (decode) the BCD output data for a selected digit is on each
falling edge of the Scan Clock signal. Refer to the DC 504 Instruction
Manual for waveform relationships. This output data line will drive
only 1 TTL load (1.6 mA)

.
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Data Good Output (Contact 19B)

This output line provides a positive Data Good (Latch) pulse to the rear
interface. The pulse duration is about 10 microseconds and occurs
as each updating of the display storage register. In a Latch Override
mode (internal switch function) , contact 19B remains HI during a
selected measurement interval. This data line will drive 10 TTL loads
(16 mA).

Overflow Output (Contact 23B)

Contact 23B is normally at a LO level and goes HI to indicate that the
counter is in an overflow condition. Contact 23B is at a HI level any
time that the front-panel OVERFLOW light is on. This output data line
will drive 8 TTL loads (12.8 mA)

.

Reset Input/Output (Contact 26A)

The counter is cleared to zero when a LO is applied to 26A. This is
accomplished from the front-panel by pushing the RESET button or setting
the FUNCTION switch between detents. When used as an output, this line
will drive 6 TTL loads (10 mA) . 26A also goes LO momentarily during
power-up reset, when the counter prepares itself for operation. 26A.

does not go low when the internal circuitry clears itself for another
count.

When contact 26A is used as a Reset Input function your external circuit
must be able to drive 9 TTL loads or a discrete transistor capable of
sinking 15 mA can be used.

Gate Out/TOTALIZE Stop (Contact 28B)

Contact 28B has Two assignments.

1. It provides a Gate Out signal that is HI during the time that
an internal gate is open (while an input signal is gated into
the decade counter units) . This output line will drive 5 TTL
loads (9 mA)

.

2. When the DC 504 is operated in the TOTALIZE mode, 28B can be
pulled LO to inhibit the gate (stop the counting). When used
as an input line, your external circuitry must be capable of
sinking 5 mA (3. TTL). Open-collector logic or a discrete
transistor without a pull-up resistor is recommended to set
28B to a LO.
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If contact 28B is pulled L0 in any mode other than TOTALIZE, the counting
will stop and the front-panel display will go to zero after a time deter-
mined by the DISPLAY TIME control. Forcing 28B to a HI causes the internal
gate to remain open in all operating modes.

Count Holdoff Input (Contact 28A)

This input line drives the base of a transistor and one input line to a
TTL logic gate. The application of a HI level to 28A forces the DC 504
into a hold mode. The counter will hold the latest measurement and will
take another count only after the RESET button is pushed, the FUNCTION
switch is rotated, or when the Count Holdoff signal to 28A goes L0.
Your external circuit to 28A must be able to drive 3 TTL loads (Fan In).

Internal Signal Input (Contacts 16A and 17A)

Input signals can be applied through the rear interface via contact 16A,
with 17A serving as a ground reference (coaxial-cable shield connection).
To select input signals via contact 16A set the front-panel SOURCE
switch to the INT position. The input signals are dc or ac coupled,
dependent upon the selected position of an internal switch. Contact 16A
is terminated with a nominal 50-ohm load impedance. R100 can be removed
to convert the input impedance to 1 Mf2, if desired.

External Clock Input (Contact 14A and 17A)

An External Clock signal can be used instead of the internal 1 MHz clock
by applying the input to 14A and using 17A to ground a coaxial-cable
shield. To use the External Clock signal, set the internally located
Int/Ext switch to the EXT position and use a shielded cable to connect
between the solder pads marked E0 on the circuit board.

The External Clock input is somewhat duty-cycle sensitive. It is
recommended that the positive portion of this input signal have a duty
cycle of at least 15%, but not more than 70%. Refer to the DC 504
Instruction Manual for more information. At present, there is no direct
connection to any rear contact to provide a 1 MHz Clock signal output.
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DC 505/DC 505A

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

Opt 4 Decimal Point (Dl)

Manual Start/Stop

Internal Scan Clock Out

Overflow Output

BCD (2) Output

BCD (8) Output

Data Good Output

Opt 4 Decimal Point (D2)

Channel B Signal Input

Channel B Ground

Opt 4 Decimal Point (D3)

Opt 4 Decimal Point (D4)

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCTION

28A

27A Internal Scan Clock Disable

-*- 26A Reset Input/Output

25A Time Slot Zero (TS0)

24A

23A

22

A

Trigger Level Out

21A

*- 20A BCD (4) Output

19A BCD (1) Output

18A

•+- 17A Channel A Ground

-*— 16A Channel A Input

15A Opt 4 Decimal Point (D5)

14A 1 MHz Clock Out/Ext Clock Input

\r

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for
the DC 505 and wired for a specialized interface system,
a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02)
should be installed in a key slot between contacts 21
and 22 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting
the plug-in.
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IMTERFACE NOUS

BCD Outputs (8,4,2,1 Code)

Contacts 20B, 20A, 21B, and 19A provide BCD data directly to the Power Module
interface. The count (front-panel display) is transmitted in a serial-by-decimal
digit method. The decimal digit sequence is from left to right (MSD to LSD as
observed on the front-panel readout). The binary levels for each decimal digit
use positive-true logic (HI - 1, LO = 0) . Each output data line is capable of
driving 6 TTL loads (10. mA)

.

Decimal Point Output Data

There are five decimal points associated with the front-panel display, dependent
upon the position of the front-panel controls (see Instruction Manual). An
active decimal point location is numbered from left to right in the front-
panel readout.

Decimal point output data is factory wired to the rear contacts only for an
Option -4 instrument. A rear contact is at a TTL LO level when the associated
front-panel decimal point is active.

To obtain decimal point output data for instruments other than Option 4, a unit
can be user wired by performing the decimal point modification section of the
instructions included with Product Modification Kit, Tektronix Part Number
040-0713-00.

Data Good Output (Contact 19B)

A positive-true Data Good pulse is transmitted directly to contact 19B at each
updating of the DC 505/DC 505A storage register. Pulse duration is from a
minimum of 0.2 microseconds to a maximum of 1.5 microseconds, dependent upon
the instrument. The storage register is updated on the positive going edge of
the Data Good pulse. Contact 19B goes HI immediately after an internal gate
time as selected by the front-panel controls. Contact 19B also goes HI and
remains HI as long as the DC 505/DC. 505A is operated in the TOTALIZE A mode.

Reset Input/Output (Contact 26A)

The counter is cleared to zero when a L0 is applied to contact 26A. This is
accomplished when the front-panel RESET button is pushed, or when the FUNCTION
switch is between detents. Contact 26A also goes L0 momentarily during a power-
up reset period. This contact does not go LO when the DC 505/DC 505A internal
circuitry clears itself for another §ount. To use 26A as a Reset Input function,
it can be set to a LO by an external switch closure to ground, or driven L0 by
an open-collector logic gate capable of sinking 15 mA.
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Int Scan Clock Output/Int Scan Clock Disable (Contacts 24B/25B and 27A)

Contacts 24B/25B are hard wired to gether at the rear edge connectors. The

In Scan Clock signal (2 kHz square wave) is present on 24B/25B as long as

27A (Int Scan Clock Disable) is held HI (or open) . A LO applied to 27A will
disable the Irit Scan Clock circuit. At present, it is not recommended to

apply and External Scan Clock signal to 24B/25B when disabling the Int Scan Clock.

The decimal digits are scanned from MSD to LSD (as observed on the front-panel

display) , with the rising edge of each Scan Clock period selecting the decimal
digit to be displayed. The binary levels for a selected digit remain on the

BCD output lines for one complete Scan Clock period (500 microseconds). An
ideal time to externally read (decode) the BCD data is during the negative
portion of the Internal Scan Clock period.

Time Slot Zero (Contact 25A)

Time Slot Zero (TS0) on rear contact 25A is a TTL negative-going pulse that

has a duration equal to a Scan Clock period and occurs once per complete display
scanning cycle. TS0 is a pulse which predicts that the next BCD data to appear
on the BCD output lines will be equivalent to the most significant digit during
TS-1. This pulse can be used as a synchronizing pulse for external equipment.

Overflow and Leading Zero Suppression (Contact 23B)

Rear contact 23B is normally at a HI level and goes LO and HI at about a 3 Hz
rate when the DC 505 is in an overflow condition. A LO corresponds to "display
on". 23B can be driven LO to completely blank the front-panel display (all
digits) . When the display is not in an overflow condition, a LO will exist
during periods of leading zero suppression.

1 MHz Clock Out/Ext Clock Input (Contact 14A)

An internal switch position determines whether contact 14A provides a 1 MHz
Clock Output or is used as a more accurate Ext Clock Input. In either case,
coaxial cable should be used for this connection (using contact 17A as a
shield ground)

.

Signal Inputs (Contacts 16A-17A and 17B-16B)

Selection of Channel A (16) or Channel B (17B) signal inputs are controlled
by front-panel LEVEL/SOURCE switches. Signals applied through the rear in-
terface are terminated into a nominal 50-ohm load impedance to match coaxial
cable connections. Use contacts 17A and 16B as coaxial-cable shield ground
connections. R210 or R100 can be removed to convert the input impedance to
1 Mfi, if desired.
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Manual Start/Stop (Contact 26B)

Contact 26B is normally at a TTL HI level. A TTL LO applied to this contact
will open an internal gate to allow counting. Contact 26B should be wired
and used in the TOTALIZE A mode only. In other modes of operation, 26B is
n°t locked out and if a LO is applied for these mosed, the results will be a
variety of erroneous displays.

Trigger Level Out (Contact 22A)

This contact has a dc voltage range (-2 V to +2 V) which allows monitoring
(with a DVM) the triggering level of signals applied to CH A or CH B. A front-
panel switch determines whether the dc output on contact 22A is for CH A
or CH B. For the DC 505A this output is factory wired. For a DC 505 that
does not have this feature, you can order and install a Trigger Level Out
Modification Kit Number 040-0757-00.
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DM501

Piug-ln or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCTION

Hi Input

Dec. Pt. 10 mA Si

Open Collector, 15

Ground 24B -*

Low Power
BCD Output, Serial by f

2

Digit, 2 TTL Loads Each

Data Transfer, 1 TTL Load 1 9B —^1 f**

-

One Output, 10 TTL Loads

Polarity, 6 TTL Loads

Scan Clock, 1 TTL Load

Least Significant Digit, 1 TTL Load

Temp Out

Low Power
BCD Output, Serial by

Digit, 2 TTL Loads Each

CAUTION

When a Tower Module compartment has been selected

for the DM 501 and wired for a specialized inter-

face systemt a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part
Number 214-1593-02) should be installed in the key

slot between contacts 17 and IB on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live

Power Module and do not use excessive force when
inserting the plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOTES

Introduction

External duplication of the display on this multimeter as well as
simultaneous temperature readout is available by means of signals
taken from the interface board at the rear of this instrument.
External Inputs for front-panel-selected: ac voltage, dc voltage,
ac current, dc current or resistance are available at the interface
board as well as another set of inputs to the temperature circuitry.
See page 1 for these Input Output assignments, and fanout capabilities
for the plug-in interface connector contacts.

Detail Circuit Considerations

The operator planning on using the interface connections should under-
stand how this instrument operates. The external display is accomplished
by means of sequentially scanning each digit in a time slot fashion.
Each of the four right hand digits being able to display any of ten
numbers — through 9, while the extreme left hand digit is only
capable of writing the number "1" or nothing at all and is activated
imdependently of the time-slot sequence. See Fig. 1. (This is
what is refered to as the h digit.) All four of the right hand common
digits have their segments connected together and are driven by a single
BCD-to-seven segment decoder driver. If the BCD code were 0011, and
all gated digits were activated, then they would all display the number
3. If this same BCD information were present for Digit 1, being over-
range information, the whole display would be blinking. However, a
multiplexing scheme is used to sequentially turn on only one digit at
a time and the *j digit is activated independently of the rest of the
display. See Fig. 2. The display starts with the number on the extreme
right (the Least Significant Digit or LSD) and progresses to the left
with each digit displaying the binary information present during it's
time slot, with the extreme left hand digit displaying the number "1"

or nothing at all.

NOTE
When appropriate, this digit also displays
a + or - sign as well as displaying or not
displaying the number "1".

See Fig. 1 for digit detail. Remember, the DM 501 hh digit display
starts with the Least Significant Digit. The BCD information appears
at all four right hand digits, but only the gated on digit displays the
number. The % digit being independent of the rest of the display. The
scan clock pulse turns the previously on digit off and steps to the
next digit to the left, for it to display the BCD information available
during it's time slot. (Time is actually allocated for digit 1 in this
sequence, but it is not actually used.) See Fig. 2. After the extreme
left hand digit would have been activated, the sequence recycles.
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The Outputs on the Interface section of the DM 501 are designed for
computer use or external display. Further output information is located
in the "Counters And Display" section of your Instruction Manual.
These output lines are labeled: Scan Clock, Data Transfer, BCD (4 each),
Least Significant Digit, Decimal Point, "1" output, and Polarity,
This instrument uses the Fairchild 3814 (4% digit counter), and con-
sequently, since it is MOS, the fan-out for TTL drive capability is
limited. You should buffer all outputs through low power TTL units like
the 74L04 inverter (six inverters per chip) . If you find it desirable
to preserve logic polarity, you will have to use two such inverters
in series or choose your buffering IC from those available in the CMOS
series. Something like the CD4050 might be used, but it will require
a 10 kQ load to + 5 volts off each output of the DM for proper pull up.

9 8 7 6

Mill

D

DS340, DS350,

DS360, DS370

Hill
12 3 4 5

PIN FUNCTION

1 Cathode D.P.

2 Cathode E
3 Cathode D
4 Cathode C
5 Common Anode
6 Cathode B
7 Cathode A
8 Cathode F
9 Cathode G
10 Common Anode

10 9 8 7 6

urn
P1lM2#B
"l"#c

DS380

HIM
12 3 4 5

PIN Cathode (unless Noted)

1 Plus 2
2 Minus 2
4 One (C)

6 One (B)

7 Common Anode
9 Plus 1

10 Minus 1

Reprinted By Permission of Litronix Inc.

FIG. T
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(old BCD data present)

DATA TRANSFER SIGNAL

(new BCD data present)

U330
Pin No's
(11 &20) SCAN CLOCK (2.5 fjS wide every 250 /jS)

If ¥ V

(7)

ENABLE LSD

(17)

(22)

(21) I

ENABLE 4

. (this pulse not actually used)

Fall occurs when count is complete.

ENABLE 3

ENABLE 2

U U LI U

ENABLE LSD

ENABLE 1

DIGIT 1 DRIVE (1 off)

(1 on) From Pin 6 U320A via 18 U330

L

FIG. 2

I
I

oL a D n1

1

Digit 1' Digit 2 Digit 3 Digit 4 LSD

-* (SCAN DIRECTION)
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DM 501 I/O Functions And Limitations

28A (Lo Input ) & 28B (Hi Input ) . When S15 (In-Intemal/Out-External switch)

is pushed IN, connection is made to interface contacts 28A & 28B in stead of

to J10 & J12 (the Hi and Lo inputs on the front panel). 28B is the active

input (HI) with regard to circuit common 28A (LO) . This whole circuit is

floating. The maximum deviation from ground (elevation voltage plus peak

signal) should not exceed 350 volts when using the interface contacts. The

impedance between these two connections depends upon the Range/Function switch

positioning. For further details, see the Manual Operating Instructions for

specifications

.

27B (Decimal Point ) . This point is connected directly to the collector of

transistor Q340 found on schematic o> . A pull-up voltage of +5 V through

a 5.1 kQ should be connected to this point before you'll see a signal here.

It's slot time spacing is dependent upon the positioning of S10 and the read-

out range selected giving decimal point placement to the left of the number

it is displayed with. See maximum current & voltage limits for this connection
shown on Page 1.

26A (Scan Clock) . This is a 4 kHz signal from the 400 kHz Oscillator divided

down through U330. It is used to step the display through it sequence of

LSD, Digit 4, 3, 2, & 1. It is already driving U315B on schematic <4> and

can not drive much' more even though it is listed as capable of driving one

more TTL load. Consequently, this output should be buffered as suggested in

Fig. 3. A 2N2222A is suggested here as an emitter follower, powered between

ground and +5 volts.

25A (Least Significant Digit ) . This signal signifies that the least signi-

ficant digit of the display is present on the data bus and may be captured

using the negative transition edge of the Scan Clock. This LSD pulse is

a positive pulse of 250 u Sec. time duration. It comes directly from pin

8 of U330 and is already driving Q358. This output is only capable of driving

1 more TTL load, so it should be buffered with something similar to the

suggested 74L04.

24B (Ground) . This is a chassis ground point. You will find it located on

schematic <4> off J112 as part of the Temperature Out circuitry.

24A (Temperature Out ) . This point connect directly to J110 (on the front

panel) and comes directly from pin 7 of U100B (a dual 741 type of amplifier)

whose Operational Amplifier circuit output resistance is extremely low. If

the meter used to measure the voltage at this point with respect to chassis

ground is a 10,000 to 20,000 Q./V meter, buffering should not be necessary.

With loads heavier than this in the neighborhood of 1 kQ, heat dissipation

within the chip could cause instability.

19A , 21B , 20A & 2OB (The 1,2,4,8 - BCD Output ) . BCD data presented LSD first.

The arrangement is bit parallel and charactor serial. This information
comes directly from U330. U330 is listed as being capable of driving 2 TTL

loads from each of these points, but since it is already driving U390,

buffering through something similar to the suggested 74L04 (Fig. 3) is highly
advisable. Actually two stages (double inversion) will be necessary if you
wish to preserve the positive logic of U330.
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SUGGESTED DATA INTERFACE FOR DM 501

220 >
> .068 F

^J^v
_l^2N2222A

SCAN '^SCLOCK

11

5V

DC SOI, 2,

3

o

10

[dm 501

74121

Ep

sv

LSD 74L.04

DECIMAL.
POINT O-

FIG. 3

BCD "2" _

BCD "4 " O-

"s" O-

DM 501

o

^

\ /7400

7493

12

J?
7400

74U04

>

o

t>

{>

MOO {>
»5. IK

>

t>

\>

>

NOTES

12 .

Q
7473

IT

>or

I
'2

74164 TT
-

3 4 6i°r

1 12

74164

R~
1 , 2
74164

12

74164

11_

sjenr

74164 13

STORE DATA
O

_n_

DATA READY
o

{>
DATA READY

-O E

-O F
_0 G
-O H

DECIMAL. POINT

-O B
-O C
_0 D
-O E

-O <3

_0 H

BCD 1

-O B
-O C
-O D
-O E

-O F
-O S
-O H

-O A

-O C
-O D
-O E

-0<3
-OHJ

BCD 4

-OA
-OR
-o<=
-OD
-OE

-OH

BCD 8

OUTPUT TERMINAL ASSIGNMENTS I

D E F G H
j(ABC outputs not used) \

Registers are cleared when "STORE DATA" is High.

Storage begins when "STORE DATA" goes Low. Valid

Data is available when "DATA READY" goes High.

Decimal Point is to the left of digit it is as-
sociated with.
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19B (Data Transfer ) . The falling edge of this pulse signifies that the meter
is up-dated. The first LSD signal after Data Transfer goes low can be used

to generate the rest of the digit enables. This method prevents transfering
data in the middle of an up-date. The signal here comes directly from U315A
and is already being used to drive U320 A & B (Schematic <^ ). So, if it
is used, it should be buffered in the same fashion as the BCD outputs.

15B (One Output ) . Even though the MSD has a dedicated output , it is also
presented on the BCD bus and has a time slot for presentation. The signal on
15B comes directly from pin 5 of U320A and is a positive change of voltage
in opposition to the change seen on pin 6 which turn the "1" on in the MSD
position of the front panel display. There is not load on this output from
U320A, so it should not be necessary to put a buffer here.

14B (Polarity) . Comes from pin 8 of U320B and is used to drive the cathodes
of the LED's used to change the minus sign of Digit 1 to a plus sign. A
negative voltage here turns on the + sign and the contact does not need to be
buffered. This output is rated at 10 TTL loads, and only 4 of them have been
used, so we feel buffering is not necessary. Not that a LOW here is a + sign and
a HI here is a - sign.

Some Temperature Circuit Considerations

Temperature read-out information is continually available at the interface
from contact 24A with respect to ground on contact 24B. A voltage is developed
here that is established as the result of current - through a sinsing transistor
on the input to this circuit. Simply divide the voltage between these two contacts
by 10 mV and you have temperature in either Fahrenheit degrees or Centigrade
degrees depending upon where you have the "Temp Scale" switch set. (That is,
SW123 located on the Parts Location Grid in the manual at Jl.) Input to and
Output-from this circuit is continuous, regardless of the position you have the
Range/Function switch on the front panel in, as long as there is a transistor or
probe attached to the input. When you turn this switch to it's Temp position,
the voltage readout from this instrument will be a factor of 10 less than the
voltage you will get at the interface board or at J110/J112 due to an internal
ten-to-one divider made up of R112 & R113 across these same two points. Output
Impedance of the integrated circuit U100B in this operational amplifier
configuration is quite low, so as long as your external meter has a reasonably
high impedance, no buffering should be necessary. 10,000 to 20,000 ft/V

would seem to be reasonable. For more information regarding what transistor
to use and how to hook it up to the input of this circuit, see the Operating
Instructions in your manual and schematic <<+> .
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCTION

Hi Input 28B-^ ^- 28A Lo Input

*(H) Decimal Out 27B-H — 27A Common (all Data Outputs)

*(H) MSD Out 26B-H •*- 26A 3rd SD Out (H)*

*(H) 2nd SD Out 25B-H -«— .25A LSD Out (H)*

Temp Gnd 24B-H

23B-H

22B-*-

•*— 24A

-*- 23A

«•— 22A

Temp Output

*(H) BCD Out 2 21B_^ h— 21A

*(H) BCD Out 8 20B-H h— 20A BCD Out 4 (H)*

*(L) Transfer 19B-^I H»— 19A BCD Out 1 (H)*

18B—+4 -*_ 18A

17B—H -•— 17A

16B—*H -*— 16A

*(L) One Out 15B-H -*— 15A

*(H) Polarity Out 14B-^a .*_ 14A

:
*Optional - see Interface Notes. These outputs must be buffered before
using them to drive external inputs. Letter in (. ) indicates active level.

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for
the DM 502 and wired for a specialized interface system,
a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02)
should be installed in the key slot between contacts I?
and 18 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting the
plug-in.
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DM502

INTERFACE NOTES

Introduction

External duplication of temperature sensing on the basis of 10 mV/°C or F
(dependent upon user wiring) or (Mode switch positioning) and external
inputs for the front-panel-selected: ac voltage, dc voltage, ac current
or resistance are available at the interface board. If any further in-
formation for external readout, etc., is needed at the interface board,
the user will have to wire it in for himself. Such a plan as well as the
suggested interface circuitry is outlined here for possible use.

Detail Circuit Considerations

The operator planning on using the interface connections should understand
how this instrument operates. The external display is accomplished by means
of sequentially scanning every-other digit in a time slot fashion. Each
of the three right hand digits being able to display any of ten numbers,
through 9, while the extreme left hand digit is only capable of writing the
number "l" or nothing at all. This is what is refered to as the h digit.
All three of the right hand common digits have their segments connected
together and are driven by a single BCD-to-seven segment decoder driver.
If the BCD code were 0011, and all gated digits were activated, then they
would all display the number 3. If the same BCD information were present
for the MSD, being overrange information, the whole display would be
blinking. A multiplexing scheme is used to sequentially turn on only one
digit at a time. The sequence of this multiplexing is 1-3-2-4 for
this instrument, with 4 as the Mbst Significant Digit (MSD) in the
display. This sequencing was inaugurated by Siliconix, Inc. so their
integrated circuits could be used to drive such units as the Sperry
Information Displays which require around 100 us delay between adjacent
digit (in the same package) lightings. See Fig. 1. The display
starts with the number on the extreme right (the Least Significant
Digit - LSD or digit #1) and progresses to digit #3, then back to digit
//2 and finally back to the left to digit #4. This progression would
allow the use of the Sperry Display units SP-331 and SP-332 as the ultimate
read-out for these Siliconix IC's (LD110 & LD111) used in the DM 502.

NOTE

The suggested interface circuitry here results in a
1-2-3-4 sequence of digit lighting^ but there
is at least 4Q0\xs delay between the lighting of ad-
jacent digits and the interdigitated lighting sequence
is not needed. There is a point in this sequence be-
tween the 4th digit and digit #1 where this 400 us de-
lay does not existt but with the use of Sperry 's 2

digit information packages (SP-331 & SP-332) there
would be almost a full 2 ms delay between packages
since digits 4 and 1 are not in the same unit. See
Fig. 1.
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LOCATIONS FOR USER WIRED
REAR INTERFACE CONNECTIONS

*- To JTA Common

FIG. 2
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Where appropriate, the 4th digit (MSD) also displays a + or - sign
during its time slot whether it displays the number "1" or not.

The digital display related signals and outlets at the interface will
have to be wired in by the user. It is suggested that something similar
to that used in the DM 501 be used for pin assignments, but remember
the scan sequences of the,DM 501 and DM 502 are different and the two
units are not compatible. For a suggested wiring diagram please see

Fig. 2. Once wired, the outputs between these points and any external
units need buffering since the LD110 & LD111 IC's are MOS design. The

suggested circuitry changing the 1-3-2-4 output sequence of the

DM 502 toal-2-3-4 with proper delay between digits will be

found on Fig. 4. of this write-up.

DM 502 I/O Functions And Limitations

28A (Lo Input ) & 28B (Hi Input) . When S110 (In-Internal/Out External
switch) is pushed IN. connection is made to interface contacts 28A &
28B instead of to J100 & J110 (the Hi and L0 inputs on the front panel).
28B is the active input with regard to circuit common .on 28A. This whole
circuit is floating. The maximum deviation from ground (elevation
voltage plus peak signal) should not exceed 350 volts when using the
interface contacts. The impedance between these two connections depends
upon the Range/Function switch positioning. For futher details, see
the electrical specifications in the manual under Operating Instructions.

24B (Temp Gnd ) . This point is a earth (chassis) ground point, you'll
find it located on schematic A just below Temp Out in the lower right
hand quadrant.

24A (Temp Out ) . This point connects directly to S110, contact 45 and
comes directly from pin 7 of operational amplifier U250B. The output
impedance of this circuit is quite low and a 10,000 to 20,000 Q/V
meter can be driven directly from this point. No buffering should be
necessary. The voltage here is exactly the same as that measured by
front panel read-out. Sensitivity is 10 mV/°C or F depending upon the
Range/Function switch positioning. Normal voltage read-out is continuous
to point 24A in C in all positions of the Range/Function switch
except the °F TEMP position. If you wish to DISABLE °F READ-OUT:
unsolder either end of R285, see Fig. 3. If you wish to DISABLE °C
READ-CUT: solder in jumper as shown in the same illustration.

Data Outputs From DM 502

The Data Out is not factory wired or provided reference to chassis
ground. It can be wired to the rear Interface as per suggested wiring
instructions seen on Fig. 2.
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FET input
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FIG. 3
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NOTE

The data out is tied or referenced to the low terminal
used either front -panel (EXT) or rear Interface.
Also it can't drive a TTL Load. CMOS buffering is
suggested.

WARNING

If the data out is run to a ground referenced printert

the DM 502 must be ground referenced also. DM 502

floating as little as 0.2 volts away from ground
results in loss of data and just a few volts more than
this can result in damage to the LM 502 as well as
the printer.

The LD110 made by Siliconix (our U335) has a drive ability of 1.6 mA
and 0.4 V (low state) and 2.4 V source 300 pA on BCD lines and 800 pA
on digit select lines. Most all LD110 outputs are loaded by one TTL
Load. The TTL Load doesn't use all of its 1.6 mA and the LD110 has a
margin in it so you can expect that a 74LOO or 74LS00 could be driven
by the LD11Q, CMOS could be also. The outputs go almost to the + 5 V
supply as needed for CMOS use.

The format of the data is BCD high true and in the digit select lines,
high selects, The LD110 sends out the BCD data multiplexed and tells
you which digit the data is for. See Fig. 1.

During the MSD (digit 4) time slot the LD110 sends out under-range and
over-range information which isn't used in the DM 502, in bits 4 and 8.

This is decoded by Q380 for display driving of digit 4 but output of
Q380, when off etc., isn't very useable.

The DM 502 scans the digits inal-3-2-4 sequence and when the
display is blanked due to an over-range condition, no digit select
signals are present. One complete readout is scanned at a nominal 640
Hz rate or approximately 1.56 ms,

A circuit using isolators and buffers that provides chassis reference data
outputs switched around into the 1-2-3-4 format is offered here.
This could be built on a board which might be mounted on the cam switch
cover. This format change is achieved with the use of a J-K flip-flop.
All the IC's are CMOS so that the output of the isolators isn't loaded
nor is the floating + 5 V supply. It takes two quad-nand-gates, one
hex-inverter, one J-K flip-flop and four CA3038 packages and ten
isolators (optical) to build it. See Fig. 4.

This suggested circuit keeps the loading on LD110 light and provides
the data out referenced to ground independent of the low input used and
makes the data TTL compatible as well as in the 1-2-3-4 format.
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It also decodes off the over-range signals which makes the MSD 1 not

useable otherwise.

You'll note the flip-flop provides the shift in data format by displaying

digits 1 and 2 during the first scan and digits 3 and 4 during the next.

The negative going portion of the 4th digit display signal clocking

the flip-flop. Fig. 1 illustrates this change in format. It does

decrease the scan rate to something close to 320 Hz or about 3.12 ms.

If a faster measurement rate is desired, the present approximate 3

times per second rate can be boosted as high as 12 per second by changing

these parts:

The clock rate of the 555 counter (U325) will be quadrupled by

cutting the values of R328, R329, R330 & C330 in half. Keep it

a multiple of line frequency to maintain rejection characteristics
for this cource of interference.

The increased clock rate demands an increase in the step response
of LD111 (U290), so decrease the size of C291 accordingly. (Do

not change the size of R290.) The time-constants for pins 11 and

13 of U290 must also be changed. This requires a shift in the

values of R315 & C316 (Siliconix's R5 & Cstg ) as well as R300 &

C300 (Siliconix's R4 & Cint) as published in the Siliconix
APPLICATION NOTE AN74-1. Their TABLE 1 is reproduced here for

your convienence. See Fig. 5.

Almost any set of application suggestions for the 555 counter will
carry an explanation of what goes on with U325 and what we did to it's

circuit parts.
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BCD OUTPUT DIGIT STROBES

fIN
(kHz)

CINT
(uF)

2 to 10

10 to 20
20 to 40

40 to 75

0.1
0.039
0.022
0.01

TABLE 1

Auto/Zero Filter Values

cstrg
(VF)

1.0

0.1
0.1

0.1

R4
(Kfi)

68

240
120
82

*5

(ko)

15

47

33

18

FIG. 5
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FG501

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCTION

Trigger Output Ground 28B _»-, I-*— 28A Signal (Function) Output

Trigger Output 27B —

H

-*- 27A Signal Output Ground

26B-*n -*- 26A

Gate Input Ground 25B-«J K-25A

Gate Input 24B -H -'—.24A

23B -*-l -*— 23A

VCF Input Ground 22B-H t*- 22A

VCF Input 21B_J h— 21A

20B-J h«— 20A

19B~H *— 19A

18B —

H

.*_ 18A

17B—*4 -*— 17A

16B—H *+— 16A

15B—H[ -*_ 15A

ijL_ 14A

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the
FG 501 and wired for a specialized interface system, a
plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02) should
be installed in a key slot between contacts 23 and 24 on the
Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting the
plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOES

General

In order to maintain waveform fidelity all input/output connections to
the Power Module interface should be done using coaxial cable, paying
particular attention to cable layout to reduce cross talk to a minimum.

Signal (Function) Output (Contacts 28A and 27A)

All waveforms (including dc offset) available at the front-panel OUTPUT
connector are transmitted to the rear interface via contact 28A. Source
impedance from 28A is nominally 30 kfi (to provide external equipment
isolation). Normal load impedance should be 300 kn, or greater. If
it is desired to convert contact 28A to a low impedance source, R299
can be replaced with a 47 ohm, 1 watt resistor. When this is done, the
use of the front-panel OUTPUT connector and contact 28A at the same time
can cause some waveform distortion. The absolute signal amplitude across
the load is dependent on the voltage divider ratio of the FG 501 source
and load impedances. Open-circuit output amplitudes are 15 V peak-to-
peak with + 5 V dc offset. In some cases, high-frequency compensation
may be necessary. Ground coaxial-cable shield to contact 27A.

Trigger Output (Contacts 27B and 28B)

Trigger signals from rear contact 27B are derived from a 1 kfi source
impedance with the absolute output amplitude being load dependent. Open-
circuit output amplitude is about 5 V peak-to-peak. The trigger
waveform is rectangular with the persiod and duty cycle dependent upon
the selected frequency and type of waveform selected by the FUNCTION
switch. The trigger signal should be used to drive a counter because
its waveshape and amplitude does not change with front-panel control
settings. Use contact 28B to ground a coaxial-cable shield.

Gate Input (Contacts 24B and 25B)

The Gate Input signal to contact 24B should be at least + 2 V and not more
than +15 V. Refer to FG 501 Instruction Manual for operation and
applications related to Gated (Burst) Output, Variable Phase, Tone-Burst
Generation or Stepped-Frequency Multiplication. Use contact 25B to
ground a coaxial-cable shield. Input impedance for contact 24B is about
2 kfi.
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VCF Input (Contacts 21B and 22B)

An input signal (0 V to + 10 V maximum - usually a linear ramp) applied
to contact 21B can be used to operate the FG 501 in a Voltage-Controlled
Frequency mode. Refer to FG 501 Instruction Manual. A positive-going
signal sweeps the selected frequency upwards, while a negative-going
signal sweeps the selected frequency downwards. Input impedance for
contact 21B is about 11 kQ. Use contact 22B to ground a coaxial-cable
shield.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

Trigger Output Ground 28B-^ H— 28A Signal (Function) Output

Trigger Output 27B-H -*— 27A Signal Output Ground

26B-H ~— 26A

Gate Input Ground 25B-J h*-.25A

Gate Input 24B-H U- 24A

23B-*-| U- 23A.

VCF Input Ground 22B-H L— 22A

VCF Input 21B_J L— 21A

20B-J L- 20A

19B—H -*- 19A

18B—H «_ 18A

17B—H -«— 17A

16B—H -*_ 16A

15B—H ««_ 15A

14B-I3J

1

.^_ 14A

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the

FG 502 and wired for a specialised interface system, a
plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1592-02) should
be installed in a key slot between contacts 23 and 24 on
the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting the
plug-in.
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INTERFACE fJOTES

General

In order to maintain waveform fidelity all input/output connections to

the Power Module interface should be done using coaxial cable, paying
particular attention to cable layout to reduce cross talk to a minimum.

Signal (Function) Output (Contacts 28A and 27A)

All waveforms (including dc offset) available at the front-panel OUTPUT
connector are transmitted to the rear interface via contact 28A. Source
impedance from 28A is nominally 30 k£J, (to provide external equipment
isolation).. Normal load impedance should be 300 k£3, or greater. If it is

desired to convert contact 28A to a low impedance source, R560 can be
replaced with a 47-ohm, 1 watt resistor. When this is done, the use of the
front-panel OUTPUT connector and contact 28A at the same time can cause
some waveform distortion. The absolute signal amplitude across the load is

dependent on the voltage divider ratio of the FG 502 source and load
impedances. Open-circuit output amplitudes are 10 V peak-to-peak with
+5 V dc offset. In some cases, high-frequency compensation may be
necessary. Ground coaxial-cable shield to contact 27A.

Trigger Output (Contacts 27B and 28B)

Trigger signals from rear contact 27B are derived from a 1 kQ source
impedance with the absolute output amplitude being load dependent. Open-
circuit output amplitude is about 5 V peak-to-peak. The trigger waveform
is rectangular with the period and duty cycle dependent upon the selected
frequency and type of waveform selected by the FUNCTION switch. The trigger
signal should be used to drive a counter or edge-triggered devices, because
its waveshape and amplitude does not change with front-panel control
settings. Use contact 28B to ground a coaxial-cable shield.

Gate Input (Contacts 24B and 25B)

The Gate Input signal to contact 24B should be V to +2 V or greater and
not to exceed +15 V. Refer to FG 502 Instruction Manual for operation
and applications related to Gated Output, Tone-Burst Generation or Stepped-
Frequency Multiplication. Use contact 25B to ground a coaxial-cable
shield. Input impedance for contact 24B is about 11 kn.
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VCF Input (Contacts 2] B and 22B)

An input signal (OV to +10 V maximum - usually a linear ramp) applied to
contact 21B can be used to operate the FG 502 in a Voltage-Controlled
Frequency mode. Refer to FG 502 Instruction Manual. A positive-going
signal sweeps the selected frequency upwards, while a negative-going
signal sweeps the selected frequency downwards. Input impedance for contact
21B is about 11 kfi. Use contact 22B to ground a coaxial-cable shield.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

C
ASSIGNMENTS

FUNCT.ON CONTACTS

Trigger Output Ground 28B _
Trigger Output

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the
FG 502 and wired for a specialised interface system, a
plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02) should
be installed in a key slot between contacts 23 and 24 on
the Power Module,

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting the
plug-in.
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INTERFACE FJOTES

General

In order to maintain waveform fidelity all input/output connections
to the Power Module interface should be done using coaxial cable,
paying particular attention to cable layout to reduce cross talk
to a minimum.

Signal (Function) Output (Contacts 28A and 27A)

All waveforms (including dc offset) available at the front-panel
OUTPUT connector are transmitted to the rear interface via contact
28A. Source impedance from 28A is nominally 30 kQ (to provide
external equipment isolation) . Normal load impedance should be
300 kft, or greater. If it is desired to convert contact 28A to a low
impedance source, R412 can be replaced with a 47-ohm, 1 watt resistor.
When this is done, the use of the front-panel OUTPUT connector and
contact 28A at the same time can cause some waveform distortion. The
absolute signal amplitude across the load is dependent on the voltage
divider ratio of the FG 503 source and load impedances. Open-circuit
output amplitudes are 20 V peak-to-peak with +5 V dc offset. In some
cases, high-frequency compensation may be necessary. Ground coaxial-
cable shield to contact 27A.

Trigger Output (Contacts 27B and 28B)

Trigger signals from rear contact 27B are derived from a 1 kfi source
impedance with the absolute output amplitude being load dependent.
Open-circuit output amplitude is about 5 V peak-to-peak. The trigger
waveform is rectangular with the period and duty cycle dependent upon
the selected frequency and type of waveform selected by the FUNCTION
switch. The trigger signal should be used to drive a counter or edge-
triggered devices, because its waveshape and amplitude does not change
with front-panel control settings. Use contact 28B to ground a coaxial-
cable shield.

VCF Input (Contacts 21B and 22B)

An input signal (pV to +10 V maximum - usually a linear ramp) applied
to contact 21B can be used to operate the FG 503 in a Voltage-Controlled
Frequency mode. Refer to FG 503 Instruction Manual. A positive-
going signal sweeps the selected frequency upwards, while a negative-
going signal sweeps the selected frequency downwards. Input impedance
for contact 21B is about 10 ktf. Use contact 22B to ground a coaxial-
cable shield.
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MR 501

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

28B_^ -— 28A

27B-*- — 27A Z Input I
1

26B~^ -«- 26A Common Z Input )

25B_^ «*-.25A

24B-»H "•— 24A

23B-H *- 23A

22B-H *— 22A

21B_^ -*- 21A

20B-H «•— 20A

19B—H -•— 19A

18B—H .*_ 18A

( X Input 17B—H -•— 17A Common X Input

f

( Common Y Input 16B—

^

L_ 16A Y Input [

15B-H -_ 15A

14B-^ .«_ 14A

1 Customer installed wiring required.

CAUTI0W

Wkzn a Vowzn Module, compantynznt ha& bzzn Azlzctzd ion thz MR 507 and
utiAzd ion. a Apzcializzd tntzniacz &y&tzm, a plastic banxizn. [Tzk&wvux
Pant Mumbzn 214-1593-02) &kould bz In&taZlzd In a kzy Alow bztitfzzn

contacts 27 and 22 on thz Vowzn. Module.

Do not tn&znt any TM 500 Sznizi plug --in In a tivz Voutzn. Modulz and do

not uaz zxczi>i>tvz ion.cz whzn tnAz/vting thz plug-tn.
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INTERFACE NOUS

Z Input

The Z-axis input signal can be applied to contact 27A by unsoldering
the coaxial cable from the Z front-panel input connector and soldering
it to contact 27A. A +5 V signal turns the crt beam on from an off
condition. The input resistance is 10 kfi.

X Input

To apply the horizontal (X) input signal to contact 17B, disconnect
the resistor from the X front-panel input connector and solder the
center conductor of a length of miniature coaxial cable to the dis-
connected end of the resistor. Solder the unconnected end of the X
input cable to contact 17B (center conductor) and 17A (common). The
input resistance is 1 Mfi.

Y Input

To apply the vertical (Y) input signal to contact 16A, disconnect the
resistor from the Y front-panel input connector and solder the center
conductor of a length of miniature coaxial cable to the disconnected
end of the resistor. Solder the unconnected end of the Y input cable
to contact 16A (center conductor) and 16B (common) . The input resistance
is 1 Mfi.

Common (Z Input, X Input, and Y Input)

Conntacts 26A, 17A and 16B are electrically tied to the instrument
chassis. Certain contacts are recommended for specific use for
connection convenience.
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PG 501

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

Int. Frequency Monitor Ground

Int. Frequency Monitor (Trigger Out)

Ext. Trigger Input Signal Ground

Ext. Trigger Input Signal

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCTION

Int. Frequency Monitor (Trigger Out)

Int. Frequency Monitor Ground

Amplitude Monitor Ground

Amplitude Monitor (dc out)

NOTE

External Trigger Input Signal and
ground (24B, 25B)are not factory
wired.
All grounds are chassis grounds.

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for
the PG SOI and wired for a specialized interface system,
a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02)
should be installed in a key slot between contacts 23
and 24 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting
the plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOUS

Internal Frequency Monitor (Trigger Out)

Contacts 28A and 27B are connected together on the circuit board. These
contacts provide a square wave pre-trigger with transistion times occur-
ing approximately 10 ns before the output pulse. This trigger is the
complement of the front panel TRIG OUT signal. The open circuit output
voltage varies between V and 1 V and is in phase with the negative
pulse output from a source impedance of 27 Q. Changing R55 to 51 ft

increases the maximum output voltage to 2 V. Only period adjustments
affect this square wave. These contacts may be shorted to ground without
causing damage. Use contacts 27A/28B or both as ground returns.

Amplitude Monitor (dc out)

This output, contact 25A, may be used to accurately set the plus or
minus output amplitude. The polarity of the voltage at this contact
is selected by the Amplitude Monitor slide switch located in the center
of the A board. Connect a high impedance voltmeter to this contact.
Use contact 26A as ground. Set the PULSE DURATION control to the
LOCKED ON position. Now adjust the selected OUTPUT AMPLITUDE (VOLTS)
control for the desired amplitude. The source resistance for this
contact is 27 kft.

External Trigger Input Signal

Contact 24B and its ground, 25B, are assigned to External Trigger Input
Signal. These assignments are not factory wired. They provide the same
feature as the front panel TRIG/DURATION IN connection. To use these
connections, disconnect the coaxial cable from the front panel TRIG/
DURATION IN bnc connector and reconnect the center conductor to 24B and
the shield to 25B. Set the PERIOD selector to the EXT TRIG position and
the PULSE DURATION control to the desired duration time or to the EXT
DURATION poisiton. In the latter position the TRIG/DURATION signal
controls both the frequency and duration of the output. When the
PULSE DURATION control is not in the EXT DURATION position and the
PERIOD control is in EXT TRIG position, the external TRIG/DURATION IN
signal triggers the output pulse with the duration determined by the
PULSE DURATION control settings.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

Trigger Output Ground 28B _*

Trigger Output 27B —*

26B-+

External Trigger Input Ground 25B-*

External Trigger Input 24B

23B-*H

22B

21B

20B

19B

18B

17B

16B

15B

14B

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCTION

:-*— 28A Trigger Output

-*— 27A Trigger Output Ground

-*- 26A

NOTE

None of the above assignments
are factory wired. See INTER-
FACE NOTES for wiring instructions.

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for
the PG 502 and wired for a specialized interface system,

a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02)
should be installed in a key slot between contacts 23
and 24 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting the

plug-in.
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Trigger Output Signal

Contacts 28A and 27B are connected together on the circuit board as
are ground contacts 27A and 28B. To obtain a + TRIG OUT signal at the
rear interface connectors pull the coaxial cable from the front panel
+ TRIG OUT connector and the Timing Circuit Board. Replace this cable
with a miniature 50-fl coaxial cable about ten inches long. Insert
one end of the cable in the connector on the Timing Board (do not solder)
and the other end to the connector on the Output Board (near the assigned
rear interface connectors). If a coaxial cable with prepared end
adapters is available, simply plug the ends of the cable into the
connectors. The amplitude of this pulse is at least 1 V into 50 Q.
There is a fixed delay of about 10 ns between the leading edges of the
trigger pulse and the output pulse. Be certain that coaxial cable
shields are grounded.

Complementary Trigger Output Signal

To obtain a complementary (opposite polarity) trigger signal, connect
a 50-fi coaxial cable from the holes marked Internal Trig Out on the
Timing Board, the center conductor of the coaxial cable connects to
the hole marked + and the shield to the hole marked Gnd. Connect the
other end of this cable to the connector on the A side of the Output
board near connector 28 and 27. This provides outputs on the same
connectors as the Trigger Output Signal described above. These
connections do not interfere with the + TRIG OUT signal. A one-half
volt signal into 50 ft is available at these connections

Trigger/Duration Input

Connections for this input can also be transferred to the rear interface
connector. Disconnect the cable from the front panel + TRIG/DURATION
INPUT and the connector labeled Trig In on the Timing Board. Pull the
cable to remove the ends from the connections. Now connect a piece of
50-n coaxial cable about ten inches in length from the Trig In
connections on the Timing board to the holes connected to contact 25B
(ground) and 24B (center conductor). Solder the cable in the rear
connector holes and insert the other end in the connector on the
Timing Board or obtain a cable with the proper adapters.

Set the PERIOD selector to the EXT TRIG position and the PULSE DURATION
control the the desired duration time or to the EXT DURATION position.
In the latter position the +TRIG/DURATION INPUT signal controls both the
frequency and duration of the output. When the PULSE DURATION control
is not in the EXT DURATION position and the PERIOD control is in EXT
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TRIG position, the external +TRIG/DURATION INPUT signal triggers the

output pulse. The duration of the output pulse is determined by the

PULSE DURATION control setting.

Pulse Fidelity

It is important to remember that when using the rear interface connectors
some pulse degradation may occur due to increased cable lengths or

additional capacity introduced by the rear interface connections, etc.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

28B-h~; h»- 28A

* Trigger Out 27B-H i^_ 27A

26B-H — 26A

25B-H *- 25A

* External Delay Input 24B-H -*- 24A

23B-H *— 23A

22B-H *_ 22A

* External Oating Input 21B__H hh- 21A

20B-H *— 20A

19B-H ««— 19A

18B—H «*_ 18A

17B-H -•— 17A

16B—H -«— 16A

15B—H *— 15A

14B"^ ^_ 14A

* NOTE: Use contacts 9A or 9B for common ground.

CAUTION

When a Vovoqji Modult compartment hai> be,e.n beZtcted {oft the. PG 505 and
^

wjied {ok. a *pe.ciaZize.d inten.{ace &y*tem, a plastic banjiien. [Tzkt/tonix

Vajvt Ho. 214-1593-02) should be. installed in a key &lot beMzm
contacts, 23 and 24 on the. PoweA Module..

Vo not indent any TM 500 SexLeM plug-in in a llvz VoweA. Module, and do

not u&e. exceA&ive. {on.ce. \xken imesiting the. plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOTES

Trigger Out

Contact 27B is in parallel with the front-panel TRIG OUT connector.

External Delay Input

Interface contact 24B is connected in parallel with the INPUT front-panel
connector.

External Gating Input

Contact 21B is used to gate off the free-running period generator. Apply a
5 volt positive-going pulse whose duration is the same as the off time
desired. Gating the pulse generator may cause some time distortion to the
first and last pulse of a pulse string.
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PG506

PLUG-IN OR POWER MODULE REAR VIEW

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION

Ground (Trig)

+ Trigger Out

* Ground

MSD A Out

MSD B Out

MSD C Out

MSD D Out

LSD A Out
LSD B Out

LSD C Out

LSD D Out

HIGH-LOW Out

FUNCT ION

283

27B

26B

25B

24B

23B

22B

21B

20B
19B

18B

17B

16B

15B

14B

-H

-M

-*-

-H

-H

-H

*-

M
-J
Y-

ur

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS

28A

27A

26A

25A
24A

23A
22A

— 21A
— 20A

— 19A

18A
17A

16A

15A
— 14A

FUNCTION

Amplitude Output
Ground

* Ground (BCD Out)

NOTE

Only those pins marked with
an asterisk (*) are factory

wired

.

CAUTION

When specialized rear interface wiving has been added to a Power
Module compartment, the PG 506 may not be fully compatible with all
other members of the signal source family. Trigger output (27B and
28B) and main output (28A and 27A) are compatible, as is the ground
on 26B. The ground on 22A is not compatible with certain instruments:,
nor is the bed information on 17B through 24B and the HIGH-LOW output
on 16B. A plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02) should
be installed in the key slot between contacts 23 and 24 on the power
module. However, before inserting any other TM 500 signal source in
a compartment with PG 506 interface wiring, check the diagrams in
this book for pin-by-pin compatibility . Likewise, do not insert a
PG 506 into a slot with rear interface wiring for any other signal
source family connection without making the same compatibility check.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power Module and
do not use excessive force when inserting the plug-in.

NOTE

The pin assignments shown above for customer-installed connections
inside the PG 506 are different in some respects than those shown
earlier in PG 506 manuals.
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PG 506

I NTERFACE NOTES

Amplitude Output

To obtain the AMPL OUTPUT signal at the rear interface connectors,
disconnect the coaxial cable from the main board (located in the lower
left hand corner of the B side) . Replace this cable with a miniature
50 ft coaxial cable (Tektronix Part No. 175-1827-00). Remove the
coaxial connector from the other end, and solder the cable to the rear
interface connector as follows:

Shield to 27A (3rd hole down from top on the B side)
Center conductor to 28A (4th hold down on the B side)

See Fig. 1 for pictorial interface connection detail.

NOTE

Connecting front -panel signals to the rear intevfa.ee will
degrade their performance slightly.

Trigger Output

To connect TRIG OUT to the rear interface, disconnect the coaxial 50 ft

lead to the front panel at the DVM board end (located in the upper right-
hand corner as viewed from the rear) . Replace this cable with a miniature
50 ft coaxial cable (Tektronix Part No. 175-1826-00). Remove the coaxial
connector from the other end, and solder the cable to the rear interface
connector as follows:

Shield to 28B (2nd hole down from top on the A side)
Center Conductor to 27B (5th hole down on the A side)

See Fig. 1 for pictorial interface connection detail.

NOTE

Ground connections to 26B and 22A are the only rear interface
signal connections that are factory wired.
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INTERFACE NOTES (cont.)

MSD & LSD Outputs

To obtain readout information at the interface, use flat ribbon-wire to

connect this digital information to the through-plated holes as shown

in Fig. 1 and according to the following list:

MSD A to 24B

MSD B to 23B

MSD C to 22B

MSD D to 21B

LSD A to 20B

LSD B to 19B

6 lead flat ribbon-wire

LSD C to 18B

LSD D to 17B

Hi-Lo to 16B

3 lead flat ribbon-wire

NOTE

Each of the MSD and LSD outputs is only capable of driving

one TTL load. The active level of each output is high.

Fop the Hi-Lo Output3 output is low when the HIGH display

light on the front panel is on.
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PG 506

LOCATIONS FOR USER WIRED
REAR INTERFACE CONNECTIONS

TRIGGER OUT

Disconnect coax to front panel at J635 on
DVM board and replace with proper length
coax. Connect shield to 28B and center
conductor to 27B on A side of board.

T0 24BMSD A-*.
To23BMSDB-«_
To22BMSD C-
To21bMSD D
To 20 b LSD A
To 19 b LSD B

AMPLITUDE OUTPUT

Disconnect coax to front panel at J815 on
main board and replace with proper length
coax. Connect shield to 27A and center
conductor to 28A on B side of board.

To18BLSD C
_To 17 b LSD D-«-
To 16BHM.O -<_

NOTE
Use flat ribbon-wire cable to connect
digital Information to rear Interface.

FIG. 1. PARTIAL. A SIDE OF MAIN INTERFACE BOARD SHOWING AMPLITUDE AND TRIGGER CABLE CONNECTIONS,
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PG 508

PLUG-IN OR POWER MODULE REAR VIEW

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION i :im:t ion

Trigger Out Common*

Trigger Out

283

27B

26B
Trig/Gate Input Common* 25B

Trig/Gate Input 24B

External High Level Control*
Input

23B

22B

21B

2CB
19B .

18B.

17B

16B

15B-

14B

-H
-M

-H

-H

-H

-Lif
rr

ASSIGNMENTS
CON T At. T S

28A

27A

26A

25A
24A

23A
22A

— 21 A

20A

— 19A
— 18A

17A

— 16A

— 15A

— 14A

F UNCTION

*Amplitude Monitor Ground

*Amplitude Monitor

*External Low Level Control
Input

NOTE

Only those pins marked with
an asterick (*) are factory
wired

.

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the PG 508
and wired for a specialized interface system, a plastic barrier
(Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02) should be installed in the
key slot between contacts 23 and 24 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power Module
and do not use excessive force when inserting the plug-in.
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Using The Rear Interface Connectors

See the accompanying chart for rear interface connector assignments.
For other functions not detailed here»the small auxiliary board (E) has

numerous connectors available. Use the connections to make custom
inputs or outputs to the PG 508 through the Power Module.

Amplitude Monitor
These pins (25A) are connected to the OUTPUT terminal through a

27 k resistor and ground (26A) . To use this function place the PERIOD
control in the EXT TRIG OR MAN position and connect an accurate volt-
meter to these terminals. Now adjust the TRIG/GATE LEVEL control cw
for the high steady state output voltage and ccw for the low steady
state output voltage. In this manner the output pulse amplitude levels
may be precisely monitored and set.

External Level Control Inputs

The high and low level output voltages can be controlled externally
through pins 22B and A at the rear interface connector. Fig. 1 shows

the equivalent circuit. Connections must be made from pad K to pad L
and pad M to pad N located as shown on Fig. 2. Use ordinary hook-up
wire of the proper length. Solder the wire to the pads. Also note the

location of the Ext Hi and Ext Lo potentiometers on the output board.

To use this feature set the front panel controls as follows:

depress the PRESET button (PRESET) .place the PERIOD switch in the EXT

TRIG OR MAN position, the DURATION in EXT DUR and the NORM COMPLEMENT
switch in the NORM position (out) . Use a screwdriver to center the

Ext Hi and the preset HIGH LEVEL controls. Supply a voltage to the

external high input (pin 22B on the rear interface connector) equal

to the highest external input voltage desired (maximum 20 V) . Now
adjust the front panel preset HIGH LEVEL control for an OUTPUT voltage
equal to the maximum desired output voltage. It may be necessary to

adjust the preset LOW LEVEL control as the OUTPUT voltage is limited

to 20 V peak to peak open circuit. The high level OUTPUT voltage is

clamped by the low level OUTPUT voltage if this range is exceeded.
Now apply a voltage equal to the lowest external control voltage
desired to the same rear interface connector (pin22B) . Adjust the

Ext Hi potentiometer until the lowest desired output voltage is obtained.

It may be necessary to adjust the preset LOW LEVEL control to obtain

the desired output. The high level OUTPUT voltage cannot go below the

low level OUTPUT voltage due to the level control voltage clamps. The

Ext Hi and the preset HIGH LEVEL controls interact. It may be necessary

to repeat the above procedure several times until the desired results

are obtained. Now push the NORM COMPLEMENT switch (COMPLEMENT).

Center the Ext. Lo and preset LOW LEVEL potentiometers. Supply a
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voltage to pin 22A of the rear interface connector equal to the highest
external control voltage desired. Adjust the preset LOW LEVEL control
for an OUTPUT voltage equal to the highest OUTPUT voltage desired. Change
this voltage to the lowest desired external control voltage. Adjust
the Ext Lo potentiometer for the lowest OUTPUT voltage desired. As

these adjustments interact, readjust the preset LOW LEVEL and the Ext
Lo potentiometers for the desired results. Do not readjust the preset
HIGH LEVEL or the Ext Hi potentiometers. The OUTPUT voltages now vary
linearly and independently with the external control voltages.

Trig/Gate Input
These assignments provide rear interface input capabilities for

the front panel TRIG/GATE IN input. The signal lead (24B) must be
user installed but the ground (25B) is factory wired. To make the
proper connections remove the cable extending from the TRIG/GATE IN
connector to the input board by pulling the end from the socket on
the board. Install a twelve inch cable with the proper connectors,
Tektronix Part Number 175-1827-00, from the connector on the input
circuit board labeled Trig/Gate In to the other connector on the
output board labeled Trig/Gate In as shown in the illustration.

Trigger Output
The hot or signal lead (28B) must be user installed while the

ground (27B) is factory wired. To route this function through the
rear interface connector remove the plug on the timing circuit board
connected to the cable from the + TRIG OUT front panel connector.
This plug is shown on the illustration and is labeled Trig Out.
Connect a six inch cable with the proper connectors, Tektronix Part
Number 175-1824-00, from the connector labeled Trig Out in the
illustration to the connector on the output board labeled + Trig Out
in the illustration. To obtain the complement trigger out signal
connect the coaxial cable to the connector labeled Trig Comp in the
illustration. The normal trigger output may be used simultaneously
with the complement, through the rear connector, without disturbing
the operation of either.

V-rAAAr-
12K

I

' Ext Hi I 22B ' R1236
[

I Ext Lot 22A I R1232 I

FIG. I

Iaaat
10K

_. I

' R1234 '

I R1230 I

U780B High Level
U780A Low Level

User
installed

jumpers

•-*-

H5.2V

10K

V Preset HIGH LEVEL R775
or LOW LEVEL R785
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OUTPUT BOARD

?HQ
cr

PAD K •

PAD M ^ms o
o ©^

FIG. 2

TRIG OUT

TRIG COMP TRIG/GATE IN

FIG. 3
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PS 501 /-1 -2

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

28B-H 28A

27B-H — 27A

Pin 3 of U70 26B-H — 26A

Pin 3 of UAO 25B-H — 25A

Reference Common 24B-H 24A Reference Common

23B-H 23A Sense

22B-H 22A Output

21B_^| 21A Unregulated Common

20B-H 20A

r of Series Pass 19B-H 19A

18B—H 18A

17B—H — 17A

16B—*\ — 16A

15B—H 15A

14B-rt!
14A

rAtMOM

When a Poioex. Module, cpmrnnimrt hat, been AP.Ze.ct.ed Aon. the. PS 5" 7,

PS 501-1 oft PS 501-2 and uufied {ok a t>r<edolA.ze.d in+entace 6ijitem,

a ptaAtic baMJ.tn. [TehtAonlx Pant Ho. 214-1593-01) should be. Lm tailed
in the Keif Slot be.tve.en contacts 19 and 20 on the Powen. Module.

Vo not in&rfit ant> TM 500 Seftlej, pluq-in In a live Po,,ynf
i Module and

do not (tie. exce.66ive totcr token inAent^w the nlua-jn.
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PS 501 1A -2

IFUERFACE NOTES

INTRODUCTION

Remote programming, powering and sensing of some load under the Power Module
Option 2 capabilities may be desirable. Thorough understanding of the
schematic diagram and the exact internal connections for Input/Output lines
to the rear contacts will be an aid in designing the specialized TM 500 inter-
face system. This write-up is designed to help you make use of this capability.

Model Deviations

PS 501-1 has several part value deviations from those used in the other two
models of this instrument. The output voltage between J50 and J52 is a constant
gain factor greater than the voltage applied to Pin 3 of U4Q with respect to
J52. The gain factor for the PS 501-1 is theoretically 2.22, while the
theoretical gain factor for the other two versions of this instrument is 3.23.
Also, there are parts tolerances within the calibration range of these
instruments that can cause further deviations in this gain factor.

To measure the gain factor of your individual instrument, adjust it for exactly
20 V out (between J50 & J52). Measure the voltage at pin 25B with respect to
reference common on 24A/24B. (This will give you the voltage applied to Pin
3 of U40.) Not, divide 20 V by the voltage measured between 25A and 24A/24B/
This answer is the gain factor of your individual unit. This factor times
whatever appropriate + voltage you apply to Pin 25B with respect to 24A/24B
will be the output voltage of your unit. Be sure to disconnect the wiper arm
of R42A, (see Fig. 1 for suggested point for opening this circuit) before applying
the external voltage to pin 25B.

If the output voltage is taken from pin 22A with respect to reference common
(24A/24B) , then remote sense at pin 23A should also be connected to the load
and the sensing lead to J50 should be opened up at point "P" see Fig. 2 for
suggested point for opening this circuit. Sensing of the load voltage at the
load gives the best regulation. You will note that reaching point "P" with
a soldering iron is best achieved on the Pin 24B side of the circuit board.

PS 501 I/O Functions and Limitations

Reference Common (both 24A & 24B in preference to 21A or possible 21B) . 24A
& 24B are the common return for the + voltage offered by this supply. It can
be ground referenced, elevated or left open. It is suggested that elevation
of this point does not exceed a +300 V with respect to ground.

Sense (23A) . This is a reasonably high impedance input (close to 1.6 kQ) , even
when current limiting takes place. 'When remote load voltage sensing is connected
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to this point, be sure to open the front panel voltage sensing circuit at point

"P" (see Fig. 2). Sensing of the voltage at the load gives the best regulation.

+ Output (22A) . This is the low impedance source of the voltage developed by
this unit as dictated by the gain of the individual unit times the + voltage
applied to Pin 3 of U40 with respect to reference common. This is done by
adjusting R42A or (after opening the wiper arm of R42A, see Fig. 2) applying
an appropriate + voltage to 25B with respect to reference common. Maximum
current available here cannot exceed 500 mA; however, current limiting at levels
below this can be achieved by setting K.65 (the Current Limit front panel control)

.

Unregulated Common (21A) . This is part of the common lead circuitry (along with
24A/24B) but there is a slight resistance to this lead due to the long board runs
associated with it (approximately 2 milliohms)

.

Pin 3 of U40 (25B). This Input has a 10 Ml resistance to pin 3 of U40. Pin
3 of U40 is also a high impedance input, so voltages applied to 25B will show
up accurately at Pin 3. External programming of the output voltage of this

unit can be achieved by applying an appropriate positive to this input after
making sure the wiper arm of R42A has been opened up, see Fig. 1. The output
voltage of this unit will be this unit's gain factor times the voltage applied
to this point. (For gain factor, see Model Deviations.) Do not program this
unit to develop an output voltage between 22A and 24A greater than 20 volts
(also, 22A should be + with respect to 24A)

.

Pin 3 of U7Q (26B ) . This is an external current limiting control point. If

it is left open (no connection made to it) current limiting takes place as

controlled by the front panel CURRENT LIMIT pot. If connected to 19B, the

current limiting feature is completely disabled. If anchored 0.6 volt below
reference common, this supply is shut down and will not operate.

NOTE

The +5 volts with a maximum 1 A current capability is

not available at the rear interface connector.
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To Wiper Arm
R42A

"*"**S«iRi

Fig. 1. Disconnect lead go to this pad to open wiper arm circuit of R42A.
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Pin 24B Side

Pin 24A Side

Fig. 2. Unsolder lead to pad "P" to open Sense lead from J50.
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PS 502

P!ug-in or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

28B-H !-*- 28A

- 27B —*4 I-*— 27A

26B-*i i^_ 26A

25B-J -*— .25A

Reference Common 24B-H «*- 24A Reference Common

-Sense (R35) 23B-^I •*— 23A +Sense (R25)

-Output (030) 22B-H *_ 22A +0utput (J20)

21B_J -*- 21A

20B-J +— 20A

19B-H «*- 19A

18B—*4 *_ 18A

17B—H -»- 17A

16B—H -4— 16A

15B—*1 -«— 15A

14B—A i
.^_ 14A

t
h

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for the

PS 502 and wired for a specialized interface system, a

plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02) should
be installed in the Key Slot between contacts 19 and 20

on the Power Module,

do not insert .any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting the

plug-in.
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PS 502

INTERFACE NOTES

Introduction

Remote sensing and remote powering of some load under the Power Module Option
2 capabilities for this instrument may be desirable. Thorough understanding
of the schematic diagram and the exact internal connections for Input/Output
lines to the rear contacts will be an aid in designing the specialized TM 500
interface system. Figure 1 is designed to help you in this respect.

Actual Wiring vs. Schematic

Since the Sense lead should be connected as close to the load as possible to
guarantee that the PS 502 lives up to it's regulation specifications, Fig. 1
points out the actual difference between wiring detail and the schematic diagram.
Two leads actually connect to J20 and two more to J30 on the front panel. If
Sensing Input is made at Pins 23A and/or 23B on the interface board, then the
Sense connection to J20 and/or J30 must be disconnected to prevent it from
being active as well. The output voltage leads that are wire connected to the
front panel jacks are well labeled on the "A" (contact 28A) side of the etched
circuit board. So, it will be the second lead soldered to the output jacks
that is the Sense lead which you should disconnect.

Reference Common (Both 24A and B) . This is the common return for both the +
and - voltages offered by this supply. It can be ground referenced for equal
and opposite tracking supplies, or it can be allowed to float with the negative
supply tied to ground thus giving a single +20 to +40 volt variable supply. Or,
of course the positive supply can also be grounded thus giving a -20 to -40 volt
variable supply. The 25 Vac windings from which this unit operates have
no ground reference of their own.

+Sjense (R25) and -Sense (R35 ) (Pins 23A and B, respectively ) . These are normally
high impedance inputs until current limiting starts to take effect, then they
turn to low impedance inputs thus shutting down the supplies and taking the
overload currents to the point where diode steering shunts these higher levels
of current around the control circuitry.

+0utPut and -Output (Both 22A and B, respectively) . These are the low im-
pedance sources of the two voltages resistance programmed into this unit with
respect to the Reference Common connections mentioned above. These voltages
will be well regulated up to a maximum load current of 400 mA. Loads that
will demand more than 400 mA from these two voltage sources will result in
power supply shut down and current limiting.

NOTE

The +5 volts with a maximum I A current capability
is not available at the rear interface connection.
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(U20 Pin 4) + Sense

(R25) + Output

-> Pin 23A

X- < J20

-> Pin 22A

(R35) - Output

(U20 Pi* 11) - Sense

-> Mn 22B

X < 030

-> Pin 23B
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

28B— -*- 28A

27B-H -«- 27A

Pin 3 of U70 26B-*-| ~— 26A

-*- 25A

Pin 3 of ('7 70

Pin 3 of U40 J25B—J Pin 3 of HI 40

Reference Common 24B-H «#- 24A Reference Common

- Sects e 23B-H -*- 23A + Sense

- Output 22B-HJ -*- 22A + Output

Reference Common 21B_^|

20B-H

«•— 21A

«— 20A

Reference Common

NPN Series Pass 19B—**

18B—H

17B—H

16B—H

15B—H

-#— 19A

_ 18A

-*- 17A

— 16A

-_ 15A

Emitte.fi PNP Szfut

14B—*- i+- 14A

CAUTION

vJken a Paoe.fi Module compaAtment has, been selected iofi the
PS 503 and loified fofi a tpeciaZized interface. 6<u>tzr>i, a

plastic baAfUeA (TekiAonix Pant No. 214-1593-02) should
be im.taXZ.ed in tlxe Keu Slot between contact* 19 avd 20

on the Poioefi Module.

Do not im,e>it am Tu 500 Sefiiei plug-in in a live Povien.

Module and do not use exceA&ive fon.ee when ime.-tXi.nq tlie

plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOTES

Introduction

Remote programming, powering and sensing of some load under the Power Module
Option 2 capabilities of this line of instruments may be desirable. Thorough
understanding of the schematic diagram and the exact internal connections for
Input/Output lines to the rear contacts will be an aid in designing the special-
ized TM 500 interface system. This write-up is designed to help you make use
of this capability.

Detail Circuit Considerations

The PS 503 is a dual zero to twenty volt source of power. One side is a
positive supply while the other is a negative supply. The circuitry of the
positive supply is almost identical with that for PS 501, while the circuitry
for the negative half of this unit is a pnp version of the npn positive half.
The control circuitry of the positive supply operates from -5.1 volts to +30.5
volts. The two supplies can be operated independently of each other, or ganged
to operate in a Dual Tracking fashion. They share the common return circuitry,
thus they are either both ground referenced, both floating or both elevated
to the same common level of reference voltage.

The output voltage between J50 and J1Q0 (the + supply) and J150 and J100
(the - supply) is directly set by a gain factor between the Pin 3 inputs of
U40 and U140 and the outputs. This gian factor should be approximately 3.23.
However, there are parts tolerances within the calibration range of this in-
strument that can cause further deviations side to side. It will pay you to
measure this gain factor for both the + supply and - supply of your specific
instrument. To do this, Adjust both outputs to an exact +20 volts and
-20 volts. Next, measure the voltage on the interface output 25B with respect
to 24B (for the + input voltage) and on 25A with respect to 24A (for the -

input voltage). The voltage on 25B divided into 20 will be the gain factor
for your instrument's positive side, while the voltage measured on 25A divided
into 20 volts will be the gain factor for the negative side of your instrument.
There is a good possibility they will be slightly different. And it is further
suggested that you do not attempt to make them exactly the same consequently
destroying the calibration of your unit.

If external voltages are used to program the output of the PS 503, the wiper
arms to R32 and R132 must be disconnected. For the most convenient place to
do this, see Fig. 1.

If the output voltages of either or both halves of the PS 503 are taken from
the interface connections, remember to disconnect the Sense connection from
the front panel outlet. See Fig. 2 for the most convenient place to unsolder
this lead. (For proper regulation, voltage sensing must be as close to the
actual load as possible.)
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PS 503 I/O Functions and Limitations

Reference Common. Both 24A and 24B as will as 21A and 21B are the common return
for both the + voltage and - voltage offered by this supply. It can be ground
referenced, elevated or left open. It is suggested that elevation of this
point does not exceed a + or - 300 V with respect to ground. These common
return leads connot be separated relative to the + and - supplies due to crossed
over interconnections on the etched circuit board, so the two supplies cannot
be elevated to two different voltage levels.

Sense (23A and 23B). These are reasonably high impedance inputs (close to 1 6
kfl), even when current limiting takes place. When remote Load Voltage Sensing
is connected to this point, be sure, to open the front panel voltage sensing
circuit at point at point P and AG (see Fig. 2) . Sensing of the voltage at
the load gives the best regulation.

+ Output (22A) and - Output ( 22B ) . These are the low impedance sources of
the voltages developed by this unit as dictated by the gain of the two supplies
times their respective input voltages to Pin 3 of both U40 and U140 These
output voltages are achieved by either adjusting R32 and R132 (or R30A and Bm Dual Tracking Mode of operation), or (after opening the wiper arms to R32
ana P.132, see Figs. 1 and 2) applying a programming voltage to 25B and 25A
via the Power Module interface board. Maximum current available from either
supply will not exceed 500 mA. However, current limiting at levels below this
can be achieved by setting R69 (for the + supply) and R169 (for the - supply).
These two pots are front panel controls.

Pin 3 of U40 (25B) and Pin 3 of U140 (25A) . Each of these two inputs has a
10 kQ resistor between it and Pin 3 of the respective IC it connects to. These
Pin 3 inputs to the ICs are high impedance inputs, so voltages applied to 25Aand B will show up accurately at the ICs themselves. External programming
of the outputs of this unit can be achieved by applying an appropriate voltage
to each of these two points, but remember to make sure the wiper arms to R32and R132 are disconnected (see Figs. 1 and 2). Do not program either of these
two outputs for voltages in excess of 20 volts with respect to reference common.

Pin 3 of U70 (26B) and Pin 3 of U170 (26A) . Rear interface connection point
2bB is an external current limiting control point for the positive supply ifit is left open (no connection made to it) current limiting takes place ascontrolled by the front panel CURRENT LIMIT pot. If connected to 19B, the

£™lliimlt:Ln8 feature is completely disabled. If anchored 0.6 volt below
REFERENCE COMMON, this supply is shut down and will not operate.

Rear interface connection point 26A is an external current limiting control
point for the negative supply. If it is left open (no connection made to it)
current limiting takes place as controlled by the front panel CURRENT LIMIT
pot. If connected to 19A, the current limiting feature is completely disabled.
It anchored 0.6 volt above reference common, this supply is shut down and will
not operate.

NOTE

The +5 volts with a maximum I A current capablility is
not available at the Tear interface connector.
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Voltage Regulation For Remote Load Critical . Under extremely critical voltage

regulation requirements for remotely connected loads to the interface board,

it may be desirable to interconnect all four commons (i.e., 21A, 21B, 24A, and

24B) at the interface board and disconnect the four leads that go to J100 at

the front panel. Bear in mind that leads from 22A and 22B to their respective

loads and back to the four commons should be kept as short as a practical. It

is further suggested that when using a PS 503 rear interface for remote sensing,

it is good practice to connect a filter capacitor across the load. (Approximately

100 uF.) This is to prevent oscillations and spurious signals from occuring.

Output Current Monitoring . If output current monitoring is desirable, connect

a voltmeter between rear I/O contacts 19B and 22A (for + supply current or

between contacts 19A and 22B (for - supply current) . The current limiting

outputs are developed between these contacts and the internal 2 fi resistors will

drop 1 V per 500 mA of load current.
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Voltage Sense front panel Disconnect

Take
This
Wire
Loose

by
Unsoldering

m^Wmmmm-

Voltage Sense front panel Disconnect

Take
This
Wire
Loose

by
Unsoldering
here

FIG. 1 FIG. 2
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

+ V Resistance Program Out

- V Resistance Program Out

+ V Remote V Program In

Reference Common

- Volts Sense In

- Volts Output

- Volts Common

CONTACTS
ASSIGNMENTS

FUNCTION

+ V Resistance Program Out

- V Resistance Program Out

- V Remote V Program In

Reference Common

+ Volts Sense In

+ Volts Output

+ Volts Common

+ V Remote V Program In

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for
the PS S03A and wired for a specialized interface system^
a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number 214-1593-02)
should be installed in a key slot between contacts 19

and 20 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live Power
Module and do not use excessive force when inserting
the plug-in.
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INIERFACE NOTES

Connector Information

+ Volts Resistance Programming Output (Pins 28A and 28B ) . These two pins are

used to remotely resistance program the + voltage output of the PS 503A.

Refer to the Function Programming Information. After these pins have been

programmed the load is about 500 ft/volt of output.

- Volts Resistance Programming Output (Pins 27A and 27B ) . These two pins are

used to remotely resistance program the - voltage output of the PS 503A. Refer

to the Function Programming Information. After these pins have been programmed

the load is about 500 Q/ volt of output.

+ Volts Remote Voltage Programming Input (Pin 25B ) . By connecting a to 9 V
remote variable voltage source between Pin 25A and Pin 24A or 24B, the - 20 V
output may be varied from to 20 V. Refer to the Function Programming
Information. The load presented to the remote voltage source is about 5 kft.

- Volts Remote Voltage Programming Input (Pin 25A ) . By connecting a to 9 V

remote variable voltage source between Pin 25A and Pin 24A or 24B, the - 20 V

output may be varied from to 20 V. Refer to the Function Programming
Information. The load presented to the remote voltage source is about 5 kft.

Reference Common (Pins 24A and 24B ) . Used as the common return for the + Volts
Remote Voltage Programming, - Volts Remote Votlage Programming, + Volts Supply
Sense Input and - Volts Supply Sense Input. See Function Programming Information.

- Volts Supply Sense Input (Pin 23B ) . Used to place the load sensing at the

remote load connection. Internal connected sense lead must be disconnected
before the interface connections can be used. A large (_>50 yF at 25 Vdc) will
be needed at the sense point to stop oscillations.

+ Volts Supply Sense Input (Pin 23A) . Used to place the load sensing at the

remote load connection. Internal connected sense lead must be disconnected
before the interface connections can be used. A large (>50 yF at 25 Vdc) will
be needed at the sense point to stop oscillations.

- Volts Supply Output (Pin 22B) . This output is in parallel with the front-
panel -VOLTS (green) connector. to -20 V at either to 400 mA (plug-in
in low power TM 500 Series Power Module compartment) or to 1A (plug-in in

high power TM 500 Series Power Module compartment)

.

+ Volts Supply Output (Pin 22A) . This output is in parallel with the front-
panel +V0LTS (red) connector. to +20 V at either to 400 mA (plug-in in

low power TM 500 Series Power Module compartment) or to 1A (plug-in in
high power TM 500 Series Power Module compartment)

.

- Volts Common (Pin 21B ) . Common return for the - Volts Supply Output.

+ Volts Common (Pin 21A) . Common return for the + Volts Supply Output.
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+ Volts Remote Voltage Programming Input (Pin 20A) . By connecting a to 9 V

remote variable voltage source between Pin 20A and Pin 24A or 24B, the +20 V
and -20 V outputs may be varied from to 20 V. Refer to the Function
Programming Information. The load presented to the remote voltage source is
greater than 5 kfi.

FUNCTION PROGRAMING INFORMATION

Remote Resistance Program

Remove the jumpers from F - F (+Volts supply) and H - H (-Volts supply).
Install jumpers between E - E (+Volts supply) and G - G (-Volts supply).

Connect a 10.0 kfi, IX resistor between pins 28A and 28B (+Volts supply) and
pins 27A and 27B (- Volts supply) on the interface connector. Install the
PS 503A into a TM 500 Series Power Module. Connect a digital voltmeter
between the +20 volt and common output terminals and between the -20 volt
and common output terminals. Adjust R45, +Adj and R145, -Adj to obtain a
20 V reading for each supply or the supply being programmed. Turn off PS 503A
and remove the 10.0 kQ, 1% resistor.

NOTE

Do not turn on the PS 503A without a program resistor
connected between pins 28A and 28B (+ Volts supply)
and pins 27A and 2?B (- Volts supply) on the interface
connector or the over-voltage protection circuit will
cause the fuse to blow.

The PS 503A has now been programmed at 500 n/volt up to 20 V, i.e., a 1 kfi

change in the program resistor results in a 2 V change in the PS 503A output.

A capacitor connected across the points marked Cf+ or Cf- may be needed to
stop oscillations caused by the lead length associated with the program
resistor.

Remote Voltage Program

Dual Tracking . Remove the jumper from A - A, then connect a jumper between
B - B.

Connect the + lead of the remote voltage to pin 20A and the - lead to pin
24A and 24B on the interface connector. Install the PS 503A into a TM 500
Series Power Module. Connect a digital voltmeter between the +20 V and common
output terminals and between the -20 V and common output terminals. Apply
9 V from the remote voltage source to the PS 503A. Adjust R45, +Adj and
R145, -Adj to obtain a 20 V reading for each supply.
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The PS 503A has now been programmed so that a 9 V remote input voltage results

in a 20 V output. By removing C34 and applying a waveform that varies between
and +9 V, both + and - supply outputs will follow the input remote voltage

source. The slaw rate and accuracy when operated this way is dependent on

the load and the change in the output voltage.

Individual Supply . Remove the jumpers from D - D (+ Volts supply) and K - K
(- Volts supply) . Install jumpers between C - C (+ Volts supply) and J - J

(- Volts supply)

.

Connect the + lead of the remote voltage to pin 24A or 24B (+ Volts supply)
or pin 25A (- Volts supply) and the - lead to pin 25B (+ Volts supply) or

pin 24A or 24B (- Volts supply) on the interface connector. Install the

PS 503A into a TM 500 Series Power Module. Connect a digital voltmeter
between the +20 V and common output terminals and between the _20 V and common

output terminals. Apply 9 V from the remote voltage source to the PS 503A.

Adjust R45, +Adj and R145, -Adj to obtain a 20 V reading for each supply or

the supply being programmed.

The PS 503A individual supplies have now been programmed so that a 9 V

remote input voltage results in a 20 V output. One or both supplies may now
be independently swept from to 20 V. The slew rate depends on the load and

the change in output voltage.

Remote Output (Remote sensing)

+ Volts Supply . Remove the + sense wire (blk-red wire) from the post of the

red-connector and the + sense common wire (wht-red) from the upper front

portion of the circuit board. Insulate the bare end of the wires.

Connect the remote load between, pin 21A (+ Volts supply common) and pin 22A
(+ Volts supply output) on the interface connector.

Connect interface connector pins 24A and 24B to pin 21A (+ Volts supply common)

at the remote load connection.

Connect interface connector pin 23A (+ Volts supply sense input) to pin 22A

(+ Volts supply sense output) at the remote load connection.

Install a 50 uF, 25 Vdc (minimum rating) capacitor across the remote load.

To stop oscillations caused by lead length an additional capacitor may be

needed across the point marked Cf+.

- Volts Supply . Remove the - sense wire (blk-vio wire) from the post of the

green connector and the - sense common wire (wht-red) from the lower front

portion of the circuit board. Insulate the bare ends of the wires.

Connect the remote load between pin 21B (- Volts supply common) and pin 22B
(- Volts supply output) on the interface connector.

Connect interface connector pins 24A and 24B to pin 21B (- Volts supply common)
at the remote load connection.
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Connect interface connector pin 23B (- Volts supply input) to pin 22B
(- Volts supply output) at the remote load connection.

Install a 50 uF, 25 Vdc (minimum rating) capacitor across the remote load.
To stop oscillations caused by lead length and additional capacitor may be
needed across the point marked Cf-.

Combined Supplies. Remove the + sense wire (blk-red wire) from the post of
the red-connector and the - sense wire (blk-vio wire) from the post of the
green connector. Remove from the charcoal gray connector two of the wires.
Insulate the bare ends of the wires.

Connect the remote load between pin 22A (+ Volts supply output) and pin 22B
(- Volts supply output) on the interface connector.

Connector interface connector pins 24A and 24B to both pin 21A (+ Volts supply
common) and pin 21B (- Volts supply common)

.

Connect interface connector pin 23A (+ Volts supply sense input) to pin 22A
(+ Volts supply sense output) and pin 23B (- Volts supply input) to pin 22B
(- Volts supply output) at the remote load connections.

Install a 50 uF, 25 Vdc (minimum rating) capacitor across the remote load.
To stop oscillations caused by lead length an additional capacitor may be needed
across the points marked Cf+ and Cf-.

Dual Operation of + Volts and - Volts Supplies . Remove the + sense wire
(blk-red wire) from the post of the red-connector and the - sense wire (blk-
vio wire) from the post of the green connector. Remove from the charcoal
gray connector two of the wires. Insulate the bare ends of the wires.

Connect the remote load between pin 21A (+ Volts supply common) and pin 22A
(+ Volts supply output) and between pin 21B (- Volts supply common) and pin
22B (- Volts supply output) on the interface connector.

Connect interface connector pins 24A and 24B to both pin 21A (+ Volts supply
common) and 21B (-Volts supply common) at the remote load connection.

Connect interface connector pin 23A (+ Volts supply sense input) to pin 22A
(+ Volts supply sense output) and pin 23B (- Volts supply input) to pin
22B (- Volts supply output) at the remote load connection.

Install a 50 uF, 25 Vdc (minimum rating) capacitor across the remote load.
To stop oscillations caused by lead length an additional capacitor may be
needed across the points marked Cf+ and Cf-.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

28B-*~ -«— 28A

27B-H •«- 27A

+ Input Remote Current Limit 26B-H -*- 26A

Input Remote Voltage Control 25B-J «•— .25A

Input (-) Remote Sense 24B-H +— 24A

Input (+) Remote Sense 23B-H -*- 23A

+ Output 22B-^j .*_ 22A + Output

Common (Output) 21B_J «•— 21A Common (Output)

20B-J «•- 20A

19B-^j [*— 19A

18B—H ^_ 18A

17B—H -•— 17A

16B—H [+— 16A

15B—H| — 15A

14B-^ *_ 14A

CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected
for the PS 505 and wired for a specialised inter-
face systemt a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part
Number 214-1593-02) should be installed in a key
slot between contacts 19 and 20 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live
Power Module and do not use excessive force when
inserting the plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOTES

NOTE

The following descriptions assume
that the PS 505 is operating in the
right-hand (high Power) compartment
of a ZM 504 or TM 506 Power Module.

+ Input Remote Current Limit

Applying to 0.4 V between contacts 26B (positive) and 23B (negative)
selects a current limit from to at least 4A respectively. To use the
remote current limit function, the front-panel CURRENT LIMIT control
must be set to its midrange position. Parallel capacitors may be needed
across the input to stop oscillations. The input resistance is about
5 kfi.

Input Remote Voltage Control

Connecting a +3 V to +5.5 V between contacts 25B (positive) and 21B
(negative) selects an output voltage from +3 V to +5.5 V respectively.
The front-panel VOLTS control must be set to 4.25 V before using
the remote voltage control function. The input resistance for contact
25B is 5 kfi.

Input (-) Remote Sense and Input (+) Remote Sense

Contacts 24B and 23B are used to place the load sensing at the remote
load connections. Remove from the circuit board the wires going from
the - and + output terminals to the - and + solder pads. Insulate
the bare end of the wires.

Connect the remote load between contacts 22A-22B (+0utput) and contacts
21A-21B (Common - Output) on the interface connector. Connect contact
24B (-Sense) to contacts 21A - 21B and contact 23B (+Sense) to contacts
22A - 22B at the remote load connections.

+ Output

Contacts 22A and 22B are in parallel with the front-panel + Output
terminal.
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Common (Output) And Input (-) Remote Sense

Contacts 24B (Input - Remote Sense) and 21A - 21B (Common - Output)
are floating grounds and are not normally tied to chassis ground because of
ground loop problems. Refer to the Operating Instructions section
of the PS 505 manual.

NOTE

If the PS 505 is operated in a compartment other than
the right-hand (high power) compartment of a TM 504
or 2M 5063 the output current drawn from the PS 505
must be limited to 1.0 amperes maximum. However,
the negative output terminal should be grounded at
the front panel since there is a possible ground
path of uncertain characteristics through the rear
connector when the PS 505 is operated in any place
other than in the right-hand compartment.
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RG501

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION

Internal Trigger Ground

Internal Trigger Signal In

Auxiliary Ground 22B—»-

rs ASSIGNMENTS
NTACTS CONTACTS FUNCTION

28B-^ — 28A Ramp Out

27B-* -*— 27A Ramp Out Ground

26B-^ -*- 26A Gate Out Ground

25B-H ^-.25A Gate Out

24B-H *— 24A

23B-»- *— 23A

22B-H «•— 22A

21B_^ h— 21A

20B-H h— 20A -

19B-H H— 19A NOTE

1 8B —

H

17B—

J

n^_ 18A

-*— 17A

All grounds are chassis
grounds.

16B-H -«— 16A

15B—H -*— 15A

14B-J -*_ 14A

1
CAUTION

When a Power Module compartment has been selected for
the RG 501 and wired for a specialized interface
system^ a plastic barrier (Tektronix Part Number
214-1593-02) should be installed in a key slot between
contacts 23 and 24 on the Power Module.

Do not insert any TM 500 Series plug-in in a live
Power Module and do not use excessive force when
inserting the plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOTES

Ramp Out (Contact 28A and Ramp Out Ground (Contact 27A)

Pin 28A is connected in parallel (factory wired) with the front panel
RAMP OUT bnc connector. Ramp polarity is selected by a front panel
POLARITY switch. When properly calibrated, the ramp baselines start at
ground level. The output amplitude is variable (by front panel RAMP
AMPLITUDE control) from 50 mV or less, to at least 10 V (peak-to-peak).
The output circuit is designed to drive a load resistance of 3000 ohms
or greater. Maximum load capacity is 300 pF. Use contact 27A as a
ground return for the Ramp Out signal.

Gate Out (Contact 25A) and Gate Out Ground (Contact 26A)

Pin 25A is factory wired in parallel with the front panel GATE OUT
bnc connector. Use contact 26A as a ground return. The Gate Out pulse
is coincident with the Ramp Out signal. The Gate Out pulse is TTL
compatible with the lower level within 100 mV of zero and the upper
level at 3 V, within 0.6 V. The loading circuits should be designed
to limit the rise and fall times to 100 nanoseconds or less. Source
resistance is 160 ohms, within 5%.

Internal Trigger In (Contacts 24B and 25B)

When triggering signals are applied to contact 24B, push the front panel
button labeled INT. This connects pin (contact) 24B to the internal
triggering circuitry and disconnects the front panel triggering EXT IN
connector and deactivates the LINE triggering feature. Pushing the
INT button does not deactive the AUTO triggering functions. Triggering
sensitivity is at least 200 mV (peak-to-peak) with a response from dc
to at least 100 kHz. The input impedance is 10 kn (minimum) to 20
kfi (maximum). Maximum safe input voltage is 50 V dc plus peak ac. Use
contact 25B as a ground return.

Ground (Contact 22B)

Use contact 22B as an auxiliary ground return to the RG 501 chassis.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS CONTACT

ASSIGNMENTS
S FUNCTION

28B-*- •*— 28A

2 + Gate Out 27B-H -+- 27A Ext Trig Input )
1

26B-*- •*- 26A Ext Tri g Common )

25B_^ -•-.25A

24B-H *- 24A

23B-H -*- 23A

22B-H _ 22A

21B__J h— 21A

2 OB -J H— 20A

19B—*i H— 19A

18B—J ._ 18A

1 ( Vert Input 17B—H *— 17A Ext Horiz Common )i

JVert Input Common 16B—H -«— 16A Ext Horiz Input )

15B-^j -*_ 15A Ramp Out

14B—

H

V
^_ 14A

-J
1 Customer installed wiring required.

CAUTION

Wfien a PoweA Modutt compa/vtment has been selected lot the SC 501 and
mxed ion a bpecAxULlzed isnX.eh.iace &y&tem, a pta&ttc banjiieh. [Tektswnix

Vcuvt No. 214-1593-02) should be In&taZted In a key i>lot between
contacts 23 and 24 on the Vovoen. Module.

Vo not tn&ent any TU 500 Senlei plug-in In a live Vovoen. Module and
do not u&e excessive ionxie when indenting the plug-in.
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INTERFACE NOTES

Ramp Out (Contact 15A)

The Ramp Out signal is factory wired (dc coupled) to the rear interface

through contact 15A. The output impedance is about 470 ohms (R251)

.

When the SC 501 is properly calibrated and operated in a Y - T mode

(internal switch selection), the Ramp Out signal starts at about V

and goes positive to at least +10 V (open circuit) . Absolute amplitude
is load dependent. The Ramp Out duration is dependent on the sweep

rate selected (approximately equal to sweep rate X 10 divisions).

Time between ramps is dependent on sweep retrace time, sweep hold-off
periods, and triggering frequency. Slope (Volts /second) is adjustable
by the sweep VARIABLE control. X5 Sweep Magnification factor does not

apply to the Ramp Out signal.

For the Y - T mode, contact 15A remains at a quiescent level of V as

long as no sweep is generated. When the internal switch is set to

the X - Y position, the quiescent level on contact 15A shifts to about

+5 V.

+ Gate Out (Contact 27B)

A + Gate Out signal at the junction of R320 (2.2 kft) and the collector
of Q320 can be user-wired via the center conductor of a coaxial cable

to contact 27B. Coaxial-cable ground can be any convenient location.

The + Gate Out signal is a rectangular pulse whose duration is

approximately equal to the crt unblanking interval. Open-circuit out-

put amplitude swings from about +0.2 V to +8 V. Absolute amplitude is

load dependent.

Vert Input (Contacts 17B and 16B)

To apply vertical input signals from the rear interface, connect the

center conductor of a miniature coaxial cable to the 200 ohm resistor

(R100) attached to the input bnc connector. Connect the other end of

the coaxial cable: Center conductor to pin 17B and shield to pin 16B

(common) . The addition of coaxial cables to input circuits affects the

input impedance.

Ext Trig (Contacts 27A and 26A)

For an Ext Trig signal, connect the center conductor of a miniature
coaxial cable to the EXT TRIG pin jack at the front panel. Connect the
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other end of the coaxial cable: Center conductor to contact 27A and
shield to 26A (common) . Set the trigger source switch to the EXT
position to trigger the sweep for contact 27A at the rear interface.

Input resistance is about 22 kfi.

Ext Horiz (Contacts 16A and 17A)

To apply external horizontal signals from the rear interface, connect
the center conductor of a miniature coaxial cable to the EXT HORIZ pin
jack at the front panel. Connect the other end of the coaxial cable:

Center conductor to contact 16A and shield to contact 17A (common)

.

Input resistance is about 115 kfi. Set the internal switch to the X - Y
position.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

Channel 1 Trigger Out 28B -+

Ground (Channel 1 Trigger Out) 27B —*

Triggered Gate Out 26

Triggered Gate Out 25

Gate Select In 241

External Gate In 231

External Gate In 22!

Hoi doff Out 211

Hoi doff Out 201

Intensify In 191

J

1
j

Ext Horiz or Trig In

I Ground (Ext Horiz or Trig In)

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCTION

*- 28A

«*- 27A

-«- 26A

-*-.25A

"*- 24A External Z-Axis In )
l

«•- 23A Ground (External Z-Axis In))

*_ 22A

- 21A

+— 20A

«— 19A

- 18A Ramp Out

-«— 17A Ground (Channel 2 Vertical In)

- 16A Channel 2 Vertical In i

-•— 15A Ground (Channel 1 Vertical In)

i*_ 14A Channel 1 Vertical In

:

1 Customer installed wiring required.

CAUTION

When a Povozn. Module, aompantme.nt hxu, bezn selected fan. the SC 502 and
wuAed fan. a bpecAjatized tntenface by&tem, a plastic banxlen. (Tektnontx
Pant No. 214-1593-02) should be InbtaUed In the key blot between
contact!) 25 and 26 on the PoweA Module.

Do not In&ent any TM 500 Sentzi phig-ln tn a Live Powen. Module and
do not oae excealve fion.ce when -indenting the pZug-tn.
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INTERFACE NOTES

External Z-Axis In

An external Z-axis input signal can be applied to contact 24A (center coaxial

conductor) and 23A (ground) to turn the crt beam on or off. This is accomplished

by connecting a coaxial cable from the auxiliary Z-axis amplifier solder pads

(see Fig. 1) to contacts 24A (center conductor) and 23A (ground) . A +5 V signal

will turn the crt beam on from an off condition while a -5 V signal will turn

the crt beam off from an on condition. The input resistance is 1 kfi.

Ramp Out

Interface contact 18A supplies a to 6.4 V positive going ramp that is coin-

cident with the sweep. The load connected to contact 18A must have an input
resistance greater than 100 kftT

Channel 2 Vertical In

A vertical input signal can be connected to the input of the channel 2 vertical
amplifier via interface contact 16A. To do this it is necessary to disconnect,
at the circuit board, the coaxial cable going from the front-panel input connector

to the circuit board. Connect the appropriate coaxial cable (available through

the local Tektronix Field Office) from the channel 2 vertical input circuit
board connector to contacts 16A (center coaxial conductor), and 17A (ground)

.

The input resistance is 1 Mft and the input capacitance is about 87 pF.

Channel 1 Trigger Out

Contact 28B furnishes a portion of the channel 1 vertical signal which is also

supplied to the trigger circuitry. The signal amplitude is 50 mV/div of crt

display amplitude riding a Vdc level. The output resistance is about 100 fi;

however, it is recommended that any load connected to contact 28B exceed 10 kn.

Triggered Gate Out and Triggered Gate Out

The signal at contact 26B is a positive-going waveform while the contact 25B

signal is negative-going. Both signals are coincident with the gate waveform
for sweep generator control. Contact 26B and 25B signals are designed to drive

a 100 fi side-to-side terminated line with an ECL receiver. The ECL line driver
is run between +5 V and ground, and has its outputs to contacts 26B and 25B

protected with 47 fi resistors.

Gate Select In

Grounding contact 24B, through 1 kn or less of resistance, blocks the gate waveform
from the trigger generator and allows an external gate via contacts 23B and 22B
to control the sweep generator.
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External Gate In and External ZwiTJe In

The input signal to contacts 23B and 22B must drive a 100 Q side-to-side
terminated line with an. ECL receiver. The signal at contact 22B must be a
positive-going waveform while the negative-going signal is applied to contact
23B. The ECL receiver is run between +5 V and ground

Holdoff Out and Hoi doff Out

The signal at contact 20B is a positive-going waveform while contact 21B is
negative-going. Both signals are coincident with the holdoff signal from the
sweep generator. Contact 21B and 20B signals are designed to drive a 100 a
side-to-side terminated line with an ECL receiver. The ECL line driver is run
between +5 V and ground, and has its outputs to contacts 21B and 20B protected
with 47 ft resistors.

Intensify In

The input signal to contact 1JJB must be the equivalent of an output from an ECL
integrated circuit that is run between +5 V and ground. A negative-going signal
on contact 19B increases the display intensity. The input resistance of contact
19B is about 1 kfl.

Channel 1 Vertical In

A vertical input signal can be connected to the input of the channel 1 vertical
amplifier via interface contact 14A. To do this it is necessary to disconnect, at
the circuit board, the coaxial cable going from the front-panel input connector to
the circuit board. Connect the appropriate coaxial cable (available through the
local Tektronix Field Office) from the channel 1 vertical input circuit board
connector to contact 14A (center coaxial conductor) and 15A (ground). The input
resistance is 1 Mfi and the input capacitance is about 87 pF.

External Horizontal or Trigger In

An external horizontal or external trigger input signal can be connected to the
input of the trigger pickoff circuitry via interface contact 15B. This is ac-
complished by disconnecting, at the circuit board, the coaxial cable going from
the front-panel EXT TRIG/AMPL connector to the circuit board. Connect the
appropriate coaxial cable (available through the local Tektronix Field Office)
from the trigger Pickoff input circuit board connector to contact 15B (center
coaxial conductor) and 14B , (ground) . The input resistance is about 1 M^ and
the input capacitance is about 47 pF.

?T"? n-L
E

f T„
rna1

J"?!
5 In

,' ?a"nel 2 Vertical In. Channel
1 Trigger Out, Channel

1 Vertical In, and External Horizontal or Trigger In)

Contact 27B is electrically tied to the instrument chassis. Contacts 23A, 17A, 15Aand 14B are floating. Certain contacts are recommended for specific use for
connection convenience.
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F & I BOARD
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FIG. 1
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SG 502

Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMEN
FUNCTION c

TS
ONTACTS CONTACT

ASSIGNMENTS
S FUNCTION

28B_*~ -*- 28A Sine Wave Out )
1

27B-H — 27A Sine Wave Gnd J

26B-*- -»- 26A Trig Gnd |
2 /

S(

Sync In (Optional See Notes) 25B-H -*-.25A Trig
1 I JV

Out
j \ Sc

ync Gnd (Optional See Notes) 24B-^ -*— 24A

23B-H *- 23A

22B—

H

_ 22A

21B_J h— 21A

20B-J h— 20A

19B—*4 H— 19A

18B—*4 .*_ 18A

17B—J -— 17A

16B-H -»— 16A

15B —
H|

-*— 15A

14B—

H

^^_ 14A

Square Wave Out Gnd\ 3

jare Wave Out /

1 Customer installed wiring from SN B010100-B059999. Factory installed
wiring from SN B060600-up.

2 Pins 26A and 25A furnish a Trig Out signal from SN B070751-up.

3 From SN B010100 to B069999, pins 26A and 25A furnished a square-wave
output signal.

CAUTION

When a Vowen. Module. compartment kcu> been selected {ok the SG 502 and vwied
{oh. a ipectallzed lnteK{ace &y&tem, a plastic. bavileA. [Tektfuonix VahJL
Mo. 214-2593-02) should be lnt>talle.d In the key ilot betwe.e.n contact*
23 and 24 on the Vovoex Module.

Vo not In&eJvt any TM 500 Sexier plug-In Jin a Live PoweJi Module and
do not use exce&blve {on.ce when Indenting the plug-In.
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SG 502

INTERFACE NOTES

Introduction

For external use, via the interface board connectors of this instrument,
you will find a duplication of the sine wave (as available on the front
panel) and a special signal for triggering purposes taken from the
oscillator amplifier of this unit. User wiring can also supply an extra
sync input for controlling the oscillator frequency as suggested in this
write-up

.

Detail Circuit Considerations

The operator planning on using the interface connections should under-
stand how this instrument operates. The sine wave signal available at

the interface board is a duplicate of that same signal from the bnc
connector on the front panel. A piece of coaxial cable is hard wired
in at the factory from the back side of the bnc connector to the inter-
face connections in the rear. This may not be evident at first from
some of the older manual schematics. These schematics did not show an

actual connection between the sine wave bnc connector and the leads that
went to the interface connections, however, the hard wiring is there.

In the case of the SG 502, there is also a signal taken from the oscillator
to the interface board, which can be used for triggering purposes. This
signal is not available on the front panel.

These connections are shown in the Rear Interface Assignments illustration
accompanying this article.

Since it might be desirable for the user to insert a controlling sine
wave signal at the rear interface rather than through the front panel
connector, the following suggestion is offered. A piece of coaxial cable
of appropriate impedance (dependent upon the source of signal) can be
connected to the input circuitry of C10-R10 as shown in Fig. 1. This
coaxial cable should then be fed through the access hole in the shielding
surrounding the output circuitry back to the two most convienent
connections (i.e., 24B & 25B) at the interface. These two interconnecting
points are provided with through-hole-plated solder pads and it's quite
easy to make signal connection to 25B and ground connection to 24B from
the opposite side of the board as shown in the illustration.
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SG 502 I/O Functions And Limitations

28A (Sine Wave Out) & 27A (Sine Wave Gnd) . Between these two points, you
have a 600 Q impedance regardless of the Step Attenuation used (as punched
up on the front panel) . Considerations with regard to the loading of this
source of signal are pointed out in section 1 of the manual. It should
be remembered that the interface load will be in parallel with whatever
load is present on the front panel bnc connector.

(SN B070751-up) 26A (Trig Gnd) & 25A (Trig Out) . This is a fairly low
impedance source of signal, somewhere in the neighborhood of about 1 kfi.

Loads less than about 600 Q may require an emitter-follower buffer circuit.

(SN B010100 - B069999) 26A (Square Wave Out Gnd) & 25A (Square Wave Out) .

A 600 fi impedance exists between these two points. Loading considerations
for this signal source are pointed out in section 1 of the instruction
manual. It should be remembered that the interface load will be in

parallel with any load presented to the front panel bnc connector.

25B ( Sync In) & 24B ( Sync Gnd) . There is a reasonably high impedance that
exists between these two points. If you have matched the impedance of

the signal source feeding this point with the coaxial cable you installed
here, for signal purity's sake it might be desirable to terminate this
line at the C10/R10 end. There is adequate room to install your
terminating resistor between the input end of C10 and the ground mounting
point for the shield plate pointed out in Fig. 1. For the signal voltage
requirements here, see section 1 of the manual.

(C10 Input) (Closest Gnd)

mating Resistor can be installed here)

FIG. 1
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

GND for SINE OUT

Decimal .XXX (10
_1

)

Decimal X.XX (10°)

Reserved for Custom f
;

Modification 719X (FM)~j^.

Decimal XX. X (10 1
)

GND for REMOTE Amplitude

REMOTE Amplitude Input :

ASSIGNMENTS
CONTACTS FUNCTION

— 28A SINE OUT

*- 27A GND for SINE OUT

«*- 26A GND (BCD and Decimal Outputs)

•«-.25A LSD, BCD, (3D) (8)

*- 24A MSD, BCD, (1A) (1)

*- 23A msd, BCD, (IB) (2)

<*— 22A MSD, BCD, (1C) (4)

— 21A MSD, BCD, (ID) (8)

— 20A MD, BCD, (2A) (1)

— 19A MD, BCD, (2B) (2)

— 18A MD, BCD, (2C) (4)

**- 17A MD, BCD, (2D), (8)

16A LSD, BCD, (3A) (1)

15A LSD, BCD, (3B) (2)

14A LSD, BCD, (3C) (4)

NOTE: Pin 26A is the only rear connector pin that is factory wired to
internal circuitry. All other inputs and outputs through the rear interface
require customer wiring.

CAUTION

Wkzn a Powzn. Module, compantmznt hcu> bzzn izlzctzd £on. thz SG 503 and uotuzd

ion. a Apzclalizzd lnt2Jila.ee. &y&tem, a pla&£Lc banxizn. {TzktAonlx Pant
Mo. 214-1593-02) &hould be. amtolled In a kzy &lot bziwzzn contact*
23 and 24 on the. Povozn. Modulz.

Vo not In&eAt any TM 500 Sznlzi plug-In In a live. Powzn. Module, and do
not uhe. exceA&lve. hon.cz uhzn In&znXlng the plug-In.
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INTERFACE NOTES

General

Pin 26A is the only rear connector pin (from 14 through 28) that is
factory wired to internal circuitry. All other inputs and outputs
through the rear interface must be user wired when it is desired to
interface the SG 503 in a specialized Option 2 Power Module system.

SINE OUT (contact 28A) and GND for SINE OUT (contacts 27A and 28B).

NOTE
Flatness specifications for the SG 503 are
invalid when the output signal has been
transferred from the front panel to the rear
interface, because the insertion loss between
the output and the 50 ohm load will be
different from that of the precision coaxial
cable (Tektronix Part Number 012-0482-00)
provided with the instrument.

To transfer the output signal from the front panel to the rear interface
perform the following steps;

*

(1) Remove the short blue cable (with ferrite bead) between the
bnc output connector and the Attenuator-Output Buffer Circuit
Board (located on the "B" side of the instrument). When
this short blue cable is removed, be certain that it is
stored in a known location and not misplaced or lost. Loss
of this short blue cable will prevent the user and calibration
technicians from repairing or recalibrating the instrument.

(2) Locate the four holes near pins 27 and 28 on the "B" side of
the Main Circuit Board. Install a pin connector socket
(Tektronix Part Number 136-0252-01) in the center hole
labeled SINE OUT and solder it in place from the "A" side
of the board so that connection is made to pin 28A. Install
a 3-prong, coaxial-cable receptacle (Tektronix Part Number
131-1003-00) in the remaining three holes and solder it in
place from the "A" side of the board so that ground connections
are made to pins 27A and 28B.

(3) Install a 9.4 inch miniature coaxial cable (blue), with
connectors on each end (Tektronix Part Number 175-1554-00),
from the output connector on the Attenuator-Output Buffer
Circuit Board to the newly installed receptacle for SINE
OUT. Dress the blue coaxial cable underneath the lower rear
corner of the Attenuator-Output Buffer Circuit Board. Be
certain that the center conductor of the blue coaxial cable
mates with the center socket pins at each end.
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(4) Place a tag to the left of the OUTPUT connector on the front
panel, labeled: OUTPUT AT REAR CONNECTOR PIN 28A.

NOTE

To prevent ground loop currents^ GND for
SINE OUT (pins 2?A and 28B) should not be
tied to any other grounds at the rear
interface.

REMOTE Amplitude Controls (Contacts 21 B and 22B)

To transfer the OUTPUT AMPLITUDE control from the front panel
to the rear interface, perform the following steps:

(1) On the "A" side of the Main Circuit Board, immediately behind
the front panel, locate the unused holes labeled REMOTE.
Install a pin connector socket (Tektronix Part Number 136-0252-01)
in the center hole, and a 3-prong, coaxial-cable receptacle
(Tektronix Part Number 131-1003-00) in the remaining holes and
solder in place from the "B" side of the instrument.

(2) Locate the unused holes labeled REMOTE near rear connector
pins 21 and 22 ("A" side, Main Circuit Board). Install a pin
connector socket (Tektronix Part Number 136-0252-01) in the
center hole, and a 3-prong, coaxial-cable receptacle (Tektronix
Part Number 131-1003-00) in the remaining three holes and
solder in place from the "B" side of the instrument. Be
certain that the center pin socket is connected to pin 21B and
that the 3-prong receptacle is providing a ground connection
to pin 22B.

(3) On the "B" side of the Main Circuit Board, locate W260 (Terminal
Link) . W260 looks like a solid white dummy resistor and is

located immediately behind the front panel. Unsolder both
ends of W260 and without bending the leads, move it horizontally
to the two unused holes about one-fourth inch closer to the
front panel. Resolder W260 (from the "B" side) into the new
holes.

(4) On the "B" side of the Main Circuit Board add (solder) a
resistor; 51 kfl, 1/4 W, 5%, (Tektronix Part Number 315-0513-00)
between the circuit board run connected to pin 21B and the
unused hole labeled GND.

(5) Install a 12.4 inch miniature coaxial cable (white), with
connectors on each end (Tektronix Part Number 175-1555-00)

,
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between the two newly installed REMOTE receptacles, making
sure that the center conductor mates with the center pin
sockets at each end. Dress the white coaxial cable between
the Coil Circuit Board and the bottom side rail. Do not dress
the white coaxial cable along the top side rail. In some
instruments this operation may require loosening screws for
the Main Circuit Board and side mount bracket (used as a
heat sink); if so, remember to retighten all loosened screws.

(6) Check with an ohmmeter to verify that a complete circuit (zero
resistance) exists between rear connector pin 21B and pin 4
of P230. P230 is the flat blue plug attached to the Attenuator-
Output Buffer Circuit Board on the "B" side of the instrument.
Pin 4 is connected to a yellow coded wire. Refer to schematic
number 1 in the SG 503 instruction manual.

(7) Place a tag above the OUTPUT AMPLITUDE control on the front
panel, labeled: OUTPUT AMPLITUDE REMOTE CONTROLLED AT REAR
CONNECTOR PIN 21B.

NOTE

A do voltage of approximately -1 V to
-11 V applied to pin 21B (after modi-
fication) will control the output
amplitude over the range from 0.5 V to
5.5 V (peak-to-peak). GND for REMOTE
(pin 22B) should not be tied to any
other ground at the rear interface.

BCD Outputs (Contacts 14A through 26A)

The SG 503 can be user wired to provide this type of output data to
the rear interface. Each decimal digit .displayed on the front panel
has its own 4-bit BCD data available from the counters in the form of
unused holes (solder pads) on the "A" side of the Main Circuit Board
(between the upper two rows of IC's). Each set of four holes are labeled:
1A through ID for the Most Significant Digit (MSD) , 2A through 2D for
the Middle Digit (MD) , and 3A through 3D for the Least Significant
Digit (LSD). The rear connector pins (14A through 25A) are also labeled
in a one-to-one correspondence with 1A through 3D. It is only necessary
to use flat ribbon-wire cable (Tektronix Part Number 175-0827-00) of the
proper length to interconnect the counter BCD outputs to the proper
solder pads (holes) for the rear connector pins. Solder all connections
from the "B" side of the instrument.
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The BCD output data uses positive logic and is TTL compatible. The
4-bit data lines have a fan out of 8. External decoding circuitry
depends on the desired application. Pin 26A provides an internal
ground for the BCD output data.

Decimal Data Output {Contacts 27B, 26B, and 23B)

To transfer Decimal Data to the rear interface, perform the following
steps;

(1) On the "A" side of the Main Circuit Board, just below U480,
locate three unused holes (solder pads) labeled: 10"1

,
10l,

and 10°.

(2) Use flat ribbon-wire cable (Tektronix Part Number 175-0827-00)
to interconnect these pads in a one-to-one correspondence with
rear connector solder pads labeled 10"1

, 101 , and 10° (just
to the left of CR680 and close to rear connector pins 25 and
26). Solder the wire connections on the "B" side of the
Main Circuit Board.

Each Decimal Data line will drive only one TTL gate without external
buffering. A Decimal Data line goes to an active-high state when the
corresponding front-panel decimal point is turned on by the auto-ranging
circuitry.
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Plug-In or Power Module Rear View

:nts
"UNCT

ASSIGNMENTS
FUNCTION CONTACTS

ASSiGNME
CONTACTS 1 ION

1 ( Common (Trigger Out) 28B_^ — -28A, Marker Out j
1

( Trigger Out 27B-H —- 27A Common (Marker Out)

)

Data Good 26B-*- — 26A Common Buffered Int Clock Output

Common (External Clock Input) 25B-^ -•-.25A Buffered Internal Clock Output

2 External Clock Input 24B-^ *— 24A 1 BCD (1) Outout

Common (Data Good)

23B-^

22B-^

-*- 23A|

-*- 22A|

BCD (2)
LSD

, BCD (4)

Output

Outout

21B_^ -*- 21A BCD (8) Outnut

' 20B-*~ -*— 20A1 BCD (1) Output

19B-^ -•— 19A BCD (2) Output

18B—H *— -18A
MSD BCD (4) Outnut

17B-H -*— 17A BCD (8) Outnut

16B-H -*— 16A Fast-^Slow Indicator Control Line

15B—1 -»— 15A

14B—A h

f

.*_ 14A

1

1 Customer installed wiring required.

2 Depending upon clock rate, some customer rewiring may be required.

CAUTTOW

iilkzn a Vowqa. Module, compantmznt hoi, bzzn izlzctzd faoti thz TG 501 and wjizd
ion. a ApzdalLzzd InteA&acz &yt>tzm f

a ptaitlc baKhJLzh. [Tzktxonix ?<vtt Mo.
214-1593-02} should bz in&tallzd In a kzy &lot bztwzzn contacts 23 and
24 on thz Powzt Hodulz.

Do not Iniznt any TM 500 Szfu.z& plug-In In a tivz Vovizh. ModuZz and do
not u&z zxcoA&ivz iohcz whzn ImeAting thz plug-In.

ISO - Lza&t i>iQniklcant dbgjjt; USD - Uo&t txlgnillcant digit..
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IffllRFACE NOTES

Marker Out

Marker output pulses (5 s to 2 as) can be supplied to contact 28A by
disconnecting the coaxial cable going to the MARKER OUT front-panel
connector. Connect the cable to the connector at the rear of the plug-
in which is connected to contact 28A, coiling the excessive cable length.
The output of contact 28A must be terminated into 50 ohms to maintain
the integrity of the time markers.

NOTE

The quality of the output signal may not
achieve specifications due to variables
introduced by using the rear interface.

Buffered Internal Clock Output

Interface contact 25A supplies the internal 1 MHz clock pulses of the
TG 501 for external use. To connect the internal 1 MHz clock pulses via
a buffer to contact 25A, jumper J2 (see Fig. 1) must be installed.
This output will drive at least 5 TTL loads (8 mA)

.

BCD Outputs (LSD - 8, 4, 2, 1 and MSD - 8, 4, 2, 1 Code)

Contacts 24A, 23A, 22A, 21A, 20A, 19A, 18A and 17A provide BCD data
directly to the Power Module interface. Each digit of the error count
is transmitted in a serial-by-digit method. The binary levels for
each digit use positive-true logic (HI=1, L0=0). Each output data line
is capable of driving 2 TTL loads (3.2 mA) . Caution must be exercised
in connecting external loads to the BCD data lines since they are neither
buffered not protected.

Fast-Slow Indicator Control Line

The output level on rear contact 16A is high (about 5 V) when the SLOW
indicator is lit and is low (about V) when the FAST indicator is lit.

This output line will drive 1 TTL load (1.6 mA) . Caution must be
exercised in connecting external loads to this line since it is neither
buffered nor protected.

Trigger Out

Trigger output pulses can be supplied to contact 27B by disconnecting,
at the circuit board, the coaxial cable going from the circuit board to
the + TRIGGER OUT front-panel connector. Connect another 50 ohm coaxial
cable (having characteristics similar to RG174U) from the circuit board
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trigger output and shield solder pads (from which coaxial cable was just

removed to contacts 27B (center conductor) and 28B (shield). The output
of contact 27B must be terminated into 50 ohms to maintain the integrity
of the trigger pulses.

Data Good

A positive-true pulse is transmitted directly to rear contact 26B at each
updating of the counters. The Data Good pulse goes high and stays high for

about 8 ms which coincides with the LED display time. This output will
drive at least 2 TTL loads (3.2 mA) . Caution must be exercised in connecting
external loads to this line since it is neither buffered nor protected.

External Clock Input

A 1 MHz, 5 MHz, or 10 MHz external clock can be substituted for the internal
clock. Interface contact 24B is used for the external clock input with
the associated ground on contact 25B.

To use an external 5 or 10 MHz clock, U50 (see manual diagram) must be
installed on the back of the main circuit board (see Fig. 1) and the

necessary jumpers added (see Fig. 1 and Table 1) to divide down the input
to meet the 1 MHz internal requirement. For a 1 MHz external clock U50
is not required but jumpers must be added.

Standard clock. Remove U1Q0 and disconnect pin 3 of U350 (see manual
diagram) before using external clock. To disconnect pin 3 remove U350,

bend pin 3 out the insert U350 back into its socket.

Option 1 clock. Remove jumper J3 (see Fig. 1) if using a 5 MHz or 10 MHz
external clock. If a 1 MHz external clock is to be used, remove jumpers
J3, J4 and J7, refer to Fig. 1.

If the external clock source is a TTL output, then remove R52 (see manual
diagram)

.

TABLE 1

External Clock Install Jumper (s) Remarks
Frequency (See Fig. 1 for Location)

1 MHz Jl and J5

5 MHz Jl, J4 and J7 Install U50
10 MHz Jl, J4 and J6 Install U50

Common (Marker Out, Buffered Internal Clock Output, Trigger Out,

External Clock Input, and Data Good)

Contacts 27A, 26A, 28B, 25B and 22B are electrically tied to the instrument
chassis. Certain contacts are recommended for specific use for connection
convenience.
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U100 Location
(on other side of
circuit board)

R52 location (on
other side ol circuit

board)

Jumper locations
for:

J7, J6, J5, J4 and J3

U50 location

FIQ.
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